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Here are the math survey results
by David Rostcheck
The independent student-run sur­
vey group has just finished correlating 
the results o f the freshmen class math 
survey. We surveyed both the fresh­
men and the math professors. 1()6 
survey returns were received, about a 
20% average of the current size of the 
freshmen class. This is a good return 
considering the (unfortunate) general 
campus apathy, and gave enough data 
to obtain reasonable results. The 
freshmen rated their professors and 
books on a scale of 1-5, with 1= hor­
rible, 2=not very good, 3=acceptable, 
4=good, and 5=excellent. Averaged 
ratings ranged from 4.9 (Professor 
Van Alstyne) to 1.8. Overall, the
department professors averaged a 3.3, 
where a top-quality technical school 
really should have a “good" rating. 
The results indicated that tenure-track 
faculty averaged higher than the I- 
year temporary faculty that have been 
the source of frequent student com ­
plaint. The text book ratings produced 
similar results (avg. 3.2), with the 
Hurley calc, book rated higher than 
the Stein book. Most informative 
were the comments o f both students 
and professors.
S tuden t com m ents tended to 
downgrade the Stein text and the 
temporary faculty. The professors, in 
their comment forms, also tended to 
dislike the Stein text and temporary 
faculty. In general, the study con­
cluded from the wide spread of ratings 
for individual professors and from the 
student comments that two separate 
groups of students exist at WPI - those 
who are well-prepared mathemati­
cally for the rigors o f the math pro­
gram and those who were insuffi­
ciently trained in both math and gen­
eral study habits in high school.
Our conclusions suggested WPI 
split its math sections, since trying to 
handle both types o f student in the 
same class satisfies neither. Students 
with weak preparation could receive 
extra instruction, perhaps over a 
longer period o f time. The conclu­
sions section of the report makes a 
great deal o f specific suggestions on
ways to improve the problems we 
concluded exist. One problem is that, 
due to the publication requirements 
that the math department maintains, 
several of the younger, more popular 
professors intend to leave the math 
dep artm en t (H ousm an, H alsey). 
Combined with the retirement of Prof. 
Van Alstyne, these losses will put the 
department on even more unsteady 
footing unless the department is able 
to replace the professors with teachers 
o f  equal caliber. Also, those tenured 
professors who were heavily involved 
in research tended to score low in their 
student ratings for basic calculus 
classes.
Because of budgetary constraints
imposed by WPI, the math depart­
ment will not be able to expand the 
number of tenure-track faculty, so in 
fact the number of calculus sections 
taught by temporary faculty, which is 
currently at the high level of around 
36, will be INCREASED to around 
45. So in fact MORE temporary fac­
ulty will be teaching, certainly not a 
good omen for the incoming fresh­
men.
The math department is only part 
of WPI and cannot be blamed for all of 
its troubles, but WPI as a whole must 
certainly act to improve a bad situ­
ation rapidly getting worse, before its 
respectability as an undergraduate 
school is destroyed.
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Greek banquet “celebrates the tradition”
by Jeffrey Coy 
Associate Editor
On the evening of April 6, WPI 
Greek leaders, past and present, gath­
ered with campus administrators to 
celebrate the tradition o f Fraternity 
and Sorority life. The highlight of the 
dinner was the presentation of this 
year’s Greek awards.
The banquet began with greetings 
from Peter Mullen and Alison Gotkin, 
past IFC and Panhel presidents, re­
spectively. Both cited the great strides 
made in the past year in the effort to 
forge an autonomous Greek system. 
In addition, both voiced hopes that 
their work was not in vain, that work 
will continue in shaping W PI’s Greek 
system into a model of independence 
and self-governance.
Kirk Thomas, former Executive 
Director of Phi Kappa Theta national 
fraternity was the evening's keynote 
speaker. Echoing somewhat the senti­
ments of the past IFC and Panhel 
presidents, Thomas voiced concern 
that perhaps Greeks nationwide have 
not yet done enough to reverse the 
negative connotations which they 
bear. Perception. Thomas said, how­
ever unfair, is what may be the dow n­
fall o f today’s Greek system. Though 
the vast majority of pledge programs 
nationwide teach young men and 
women valuable leadership, organ­
izational, and social skills, Thomas 
gave as an example, the public’s per­
ception is based on the comparably 
small number of hazing incidents 
which are given wide press coverage. 
According to Thomas, it is all a case of 
the old cliche, “One bad apple spoils 
the bunch.” And unless Greek sys­
tems nationwide begin to change 
these negative perceptions - and 
quickly - they are doomed.
According to Thomas, this is no 
easy task. Not only must such “bad 
apples’’ be done away with. Rather, he 
said, the time has come for Greeks to 
return to the ideals upon which their 
Orders are based. “Look to your Ritu­
als," he advised, “these secret lines 
and phrases you repeat from rote at 
each formal ceremony.” In Thom as’ 
view, once these old ideals are 
brought again to the forefront of 
Greek life, the future of both fraterni­
ties and sororities alike is jeopard­
ized. Only then, he concluded, will 
popular perception of Greeks become
positive.
In this spirit of devotion to high 
ideals, this year’s awards were then 
presented, in celebration of those 
Greeks who aspire to excellence. 
Nancy Hunter Denney, Assistant 
Dean of Students, and Kay Dietrich. 
Associate Director of Admissions, 
presented the awards. The winners are 
as follows: (Fraternity and Sorority)
Most Improved Chapter Award: 
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Scholastic Program Award: Alpha 
Chi Rho and Phi Sigma Sigma 
C am pus Involvem ent Award: 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha 
Gamma Delta
C om m un ity  S erv ice  A w ard: 
Sigma Pi and Tau Kappa Epsilon and 
Phi Sigma Sigma
Closing remarks were made by 
Greg Baryluk and Jennifer Tobin, 
current IFC and Panhel Presidents, 
respectively. Both stressed that much
work is to be done. However, if W PI’s 
Greeks continue on their present 
course of independence and maturity, 
the future is indeed very bright.
Special recognition must be ac­
corded Tammy Perry and Kevin 
Webb, co-chairs of this year’s awards 
program. In addition, other awards, 
including Outstanding Greek and 
Outstanding Chapter, will be pre­
sented at Recognition ’89, held on 
April 23.
Donald Zweip, 31 years at WPI
by Chris Harcus 
News Editor
Donald Zweip arrived on the WPI 
campus in the fall of 1957 as the head 
of the mechanical engineering depart­
ment. During his 3 1 years on this 
campus, 30 were spent as the head of 
the mechanical engineering depart­
ment. This year, however, he was 
asked to serve as acting provost until 
a replacement can be found.
During his years here at WPI, 
Zweip has seen many changes occur
On Friday, April 21, 
about 30 students 
protested around 
Boynton Hall to 




with a petition 
containing 1,001 
signatures.
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on the campus. The school has 
changed from a localized technical 
college to one which is known region­
ally in the New England area, and 
most recently seen word of the school 
spread across the country and around 
the world.
Zwiep also was able to see how The 
Plan changed the direction of WPI. It 
was a case of faculty taking the re­
sponsibility to examine themselves 
and their role of academia in the 
United States. The Plan recognized 
technology was a rapidly changing 
field and designed the program so 
there was no correct answer to the 
problems which were being tackled. 
The Plan also encourages independ­
ence, group work, and solving real 
world problems, which is to be ex­
pected in the real world.
A faculty which cares about its 
students and dedicated to quality 
teaching is another asset Zwiep sees at 
WPI. Professors are willing to help 
students and encourage then to ask for 
and seek help when the time arises. 
But, it goes further than that. The
faculty also try' to get to know students 
on a more personal basis outside the 
classroom and books.
When asked about his time as act­
ing Provost, Zwiep saw it as a positive 
and successful year. He did not 
merely keep things rolling at an even 
rate, but got involved and started 
some programs to be continued in the 
future.
At this point, Zwiep’s plans are up 
in the air. If his replacement arrives 
this summer, then during A and B 
term he will be an advisor at the 
project center in Washington. How­
ever, he has agreed to remain at WPI 
as acting Provost until the replace­
ment is found. He has decided that he 
will not go back to head the mechani­
cal engineering department, so the 
search for a new department head is 
underway.
Donald Zwiep had been a part of 
WPI for many years and we will defi­
nitely miss him when he leaves, but a 
part of him will always be found here 
at WPI.
Student Center supported 
by survey results
by Chris Barcus 
News Editor
A survey conducted earlier this 
year reveals that those associated with 
the school approve and support a stu­
dent center. The survey was given to 
undergraduates, graduates, faculty 
and trustees.
The concern about the campus is 
the limited out of classroom interac­
tions which occur between faculty 
and students, limited social opportu­
nities, and lack of an adequate meet­
ing room. When asked if a campus 
center would help alleviate these 
problems, 82% responded in favor of 
the idea.
Only 70% of those asked thought 
that a campus center would make the
school more attractive to potential 
students and develop a sense of com ­
munity.
A yearly fee of $50-70 per student 
to help sustain the campus center was 
favored by 64%. When asked about 
location for such a center, 67% fa­
vored renovating an existing building.
OnCy 11 days [eft! 
(.Time to ge t those 
projects done!
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NEWS
C World News j
by George Regnery 
Newspeak Staff
National News
House Speaker Jim Wright (D-Texas) was 
accused of breaking 69 rules by the House 
Ethics committee. One incident was reported 
in which W right’s holding company bought an 
oil well for $9,000 and sold it later in the day for 
$400,000. W right is accused of breaking 
House rules, and not criminal violations. 
Wright says he has not done anything wrong.
The number two gun in the number two 
turret o f the USS Iowa battleship went off 
prematurely and killed 47 US crewmen. The 
ship was conducting routine naval exercises 
330 miles northeast o f Puerto Rico. The US has 
initiated a formal inquiry to determine what 
went wrong.
Prosecutor John W. Keker called Oliver 
North a chronic liar, and compared him to 
Adolf Hitler in the closing arguments. North’s 
attorney has asked for an acquittal, saying 
North was a scapegoat. The jury has begun 
deliberations. George Bush said he would 
cooperate with lawmakers to determine if 
Reagan held documents from the Iran Contra 
com m ittee.
The Defense budget was cut back by $10 
billion in the past week due to the bipartisan 
budget plan. $1.3 billion will be taken from the 
Navy, which wanted to modernize its F-14 
Tomcat carrier based fighters. The Army’s 
Light Helicopter Experimental (LHX), the 
space plane, the F/A -I8 Hornet fighter, and the 
F-15E fighter also face cutbacks. 86 military 
installations in the US will be closed, including 
Fort Dix in New Jersey. This will hurt the areas 
in which the bases are in due to a loss in jobs 
and revenues.
Claims o f room temperature nuclear fusion 
are under scrutiny. No research laboratory has 
completely verified the University of Utah’s 
findings. Georgia Tech did, but later revoked 
their claim.
NASA announced that the Space Shuttle 
Atlantis will lift o ff on April 28th to launch the 
Magellan probe to Venus.
Exxon released a clean up plan for the oil 
spill. Alaskan officials said that the spill would 
not be cleaned by September, the beginning of 
winter. 4000 workers will be hired by Exxon to 
scrub 305 miles of coastline. Soviet oil 
skimmer arrived to help with the cleanup.
Lucille Ball was hospitalized after she suf­
fered a heart attack.
World News
In a soccer match in Hillsborough, England, 
94 people were crushed to death when too 
many people tried to fill a standing only section 
o f the stadium.
In China, Hu Yaobang, a former Commu­
nist party official and advocate of reform, died. 
This touched off mourning among thousands 
o f students. 1500 students attempted to storm 
the Communist Party headquarters, but were 
pushed back by police. 40,000 people demon­
strated for democracy in Beijing. There were 
riots reported in five other cities. The govern­
ment threatened “harsh measures” if the riots 
are not stopped.
The Soviets will stop permanent human 
occupation o f the Mir Space station. Aviation 
Week and Space Technology magazine re­
ported this was because of a loss of power, 
probably due to a short or solar panel failure.
Due to the riots in Soviet Georgia last week, 
the Communist Party chief was replaced. The 
Soviet paper Izvestia reported that some Geor­
gians were suffering from Nerve gas.
In South Korea, the pastor Moon Ik Hwan 
returned from a visit to North Korea and was 
arrested. 30,000 Korean War veterans pro­
tested in Seoul demanding his execution, while 
students at campuses across the country de­
manded his immediate release. North Korea 
canceled two negotiating sessions with the 
South Korean government due to the arrest.
Christian troops and Moslems continued 
fighting in Beirut. Fires in some areas burned 
out o f control.
King Hussein met with George Bush at the 
White House and said he would support Bush’s 
peace initiatives., but added that the PLO 
needed a voice.
The Attorney General of El Salvador was 
killed y a car bomb. The government blamed 
leftist rebels.
The UN General Assembly condemned Is­
rael for its treatment of Arabs in the Occupied 
territories.
On Thursday, police in Austria surrounded 
H itler’s home on the 100th anniversary of his 
birth. 12 people were arrested as police tried to 
prevent clashes between leftists and Nazis.
The Brazilian government announced that a 
3 month plan to stop inflation was being 
scrapped because it d idn’t work.
Economic News
Several US corporations announced high 
increases in profits. Among them were AT&T 
(21% increase), and GM (42%)
Oil prices advanced sharply due to a fire on 
a platform in the North Sea.
The 1990 budget was approved by the Sen­
ate Budget Panel. The US Government will 
spend $1.2 trillion in 1990. One of the things 
that was eliminated totally from the budget was 
the Post Office.
Survey results on Health 
Services released
by Chris Barcus 
News Editor
A survey was performed this year and ad­
dressed various issues that pertain to life on 
campus and to WPI itself. Those who were 
asked to participate included undergraduates, 
graduates, faculty, and trustees.
When asked if WPI should provide basic 
health and medical services to the students and 
the school should be prepared to pay for these 
services, 74% of those who responded agreed.
Another concern was to provide basic 
health and medical services, but should con­
sider reducing operating procedures to keep
expenses under control. The response was 
50% agreed, 16% had no opinion, and 34% 
disagreed.
An alternative to the infirmary was to use 
clinics and the like to provide student health 
services. The majority, 55% agreed, but 18% 
had no opinion, and 27% of those asked dis­
agreed.
W hen asked about raising the health fee, 
36% agreed, 20% had no opinion, and 41% 
disagreed. And the idea o f focusing on health 
education and less on treatment was defeated 
with 26% agreeing, 26% who had no opinion, 
and 48% who disagreed.
Memories of Professor Harit Majmudar
Professor Harit Majmudar of the Electrical 
Engineering Department died on April 13 at 
the age o f 59. Printed below are some personal 
insights into his life.
Dr. Majmudar always maintained that I 
would become a “ Mother Hen" to the EE 
Graduate students. He always joked with the 
students saying “ if you have a problem, go see 
Mom B.” Truer words were never spoken. I 




Harit Majmudar had a strong positive influ­
ence on me when I first arrived at WPI many 
years ago. Since that time, he has provided 
guidance to many young faculty embarking on 
academic careers. His devotion to the profes­
sion of teaching has been inspirational to stu­
dents and faculty at this school.
Kevin A. Clements
1964. I had just arrived as a new faculty 
member in W PI’s Electrical Engineering 
Department. The other new arrival, Harit 
Majmudar, had moved into the office next door 
a few weeks earlier. At that time WPI (or 
affectionately known as W orcester Tech) was 
an old fashioned engineering school, with a 
traditional curriculum, which means that all 
courses, except for one or two electives in the 
Senior Year, were required.
It was a quiet department, most people had 
been here for a fairly long time. It did not take 
long to get to know Harit. He talked to anybody 
who wanted to listen about his concept of 
teaching. Gradually a small discussion group 
consisting of Harit, Bill Grogan, Romeo Mo- 
ruzzi, Owen Kennedy and m yself began to talk 
about new ideas in education. Colleagues from 
other departments soon joined the group and 
the forces for change became irresistible, de­
spite the opposition of the power structure, 
consisting mainly o f the department heads. 
Fortunately a strong ally was found in Presi­
dent Harry Storke, who recognized that the 
time was ripe for changes at W orcester Tech.
And so a new educational program, the WPI 
Plan, was invented. It was unique in that it was 
entirely planned and implemented by the fac­
ulty. It represented a radical departure from the 
traditional engineering programs, with new 
ideas, which recognized that a college educa­
tion should not just consist of a fixed menu of 
courses. Students should be involved in the 
planning o f their programs. They should have 
an opportunity to go beyond the narrow engi­
neering discipline.
Many people have contributed to W PI’s 
outstanding reputation in undergraduate edu­
cation, but I believe the seeds for the change at 
WPI were planted, when Harit Majmudar 
questioned the way things were done back in 
1964. This is a legacy which will not be forgot­
ten.
Willy Eggimann
Harit Majmudar was and will remain a role 
model for me. The Fall o f 1974 was a crucial 
time for my teaching career at WPI. I just 
joined the Electrical Engineering Department 
and one of my first assignments was to teach a 
graduate class on Interconnected Power Sys­
tems, a difficult and complex subject. I was 
preparing thoroughly for my classes but in 
spite o f my honest effort, the classes were 
boring, the students seemed unmotivated and I 
was quite unhappy with the results of my hard 
work. Harit sensed that something was amiss. 
He suggested that we “exchange notes” and 
talk about teaching. We had a good talk in his 
office. He expounded on the importance of 
“knowing what your students don’t know” of 
sensing the pulse of the class, of trying to be
continuously in touch with the class. “ D on’t 
push on with your demonstration or your 
computation if you realize that your class did 
not grasp your ideas. Have the courage to 
rethink all the concepts again in front of the 
class if you believe that the material was not 
well enough explained.”
I tried to listen and follow his advice. It 
worked for me; it worked for many o f my 
students. I remember in particular a student 
which took my class on that fateful A term of 
1974. His name is Richard J. Piwko. Today he 
is one of the well known US experts in static 
VAR compensators. A few years ago. General 
Electric honored him as the outstanding young 
engineer o f the year. I know how proud Harit 
was of R ichard's career. I know first hand that 
Harit's style as his teacher in EE 2001, 2002, 
and 3501 caused Richard to become an out­
standing engineer. I know that Harit helped me 
not to disappoint a student like Richard. I know 
deep in my heart that Richard Piwko and many 
o f Harit M ajmudar's students will continue 
M ajinudar's tradition through future genera­
tions o f engineers.
Alex E. Emanuel
I will never forget the impression that Harit 
Majmudar made on me when I visited WPI as 
a candidate for a faculty position. As depart­
ment head he had established a stimulating, 
creative, and mutually supportive atmosphere, 
and it was easy to choose WPI as the place to 
begin my faculty career.
It is the rare combination of intellectual 
ability, technical knowledge, and human un­
derstanding that made Prof. Majmudar such an 
outstanding teacher, as well as an invaluable 
member of the faculty at WPI.
John A. Orr
Harit has been many things to me: teacher, 
advisor, provider, mentor, and friend. He was 
a tremendous force in shaping my career, but I 
was not unusual. Harit shaped a lot of careers.
I owe Harit a tremendous debt. I hope I can 
make him proud and live as courageously as he 
did. Harit was the m entor's mentor, right up 
until the end. He is already missed.
Dave Torrey
In our society we customarily describe our 
origins in terms of our geographic, political, 
religious, ethnic, or social roots. Harit Majmu­
dar was unique in defining himself by his 
occupational roots. The first time I met him I 
asked why he had become a professor. His 
answer was “I am a third-generation teacher. 
It’s my family’s profession.”
Norman Wittels
Minutes from the Executive 
Council Meeting
April 13, 1989
Meeting called to order at 7:07 by Ellen 
Sloan, outgoing president.
Members present were:
Ellen Sloan, outgoing president; Leslie 
Reed, outgoing secretary; Mike Donahue, 
president; Brian Gosselin, vice-president; Lisa 
King, secretary; Brian Beauregard, class of 
’92; Rob Sims, Newspeak; Dan Falla, IFC; Jon 
Tucker, CHB; Melissa Lichwan, class ’91; 
Stephen Nelson, Academic Committee; Kim 
Lemoi, SOCCOMM; Janet Richardson, Advi­
sor.
The minutes from the last meeting were 
accepted without changes.
Committee Reports:
Academic Committee - Interviews for new 
committee members will begin next week.
The educational development council is 
concerned that the quality o f faculty projects is 
not as high as in the past years and is writing 
new guidelines to improve the quality and 
creativity o f  future projects.
CHB - Student Government is continuing to 
look for faculty members to put on the CHB 
ballot.
Petitions for students wishing to run for 
CHB are available in the Dean of Students 
office and due on 4/20/89.
Elections will be announced again in New­
speak the Tuesday before elections on 4/27 
and 4/28.
SOCCOMM - General Assembly meeting, 
24 to pass new Constitution. Hope to approve 
it this year through Student Govt if not first 
week o f 89-90 school year.
Big events - Denny Dent on 4/20 and spring
ODD M AN OUT by J o n  St PierreS Jo h n  M a h a s s e l
weekend 4/22.
Class of ’91 - Selling T-shirts “We survived 
Move-in Day ’89"
Changing Spring W eekend format to in­
clude a winter weekend semi-formal Feb. 17, 
1990, and renting a tent to have a luau in the 
spring.
Class o f ’92 - First meting with new officers 
scheduled for April 18. Fundraiser planned 
within the next two weeks. Still looking into 
the possibility of selling replica diploma 
plaques to be aimed at seniors and grad stu­
dents. Approx cost - $30 each.
Newspeak - Newspeak published the April 
Fool’s issue in addition to normal issues. There 
are only three more issues to be published this 
term. Also looking into darkroom renovation 
due to poor conditions.
O ld Business - A letter was submitted to 
Student Government from Michael A. W agner 
thanking us for our support towards the Na­
tional Association of Campus Activities con­
ference that he will be attending.
More information will be gathered to see if 
student government will fund the purchase of 
the National College Newspaper for it’s distri­
bution at WPI.
New Business - New faculty members are 
needed for CHB.
Many students are concerned with the clos­
ing o f Health Services after 5:30 pm.
Bemie Brown will be attending the 4/27 
student government meeting to present the 
Student Life Survey results.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:10.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lisa A. King
Odd Man Out. C o rp . 1989
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First look at the DNA molecule
L.A. TIM ES SYNDICATE
by Isaac Asimov
This January, scientists got their first direct 
look at a molecule, and a very important mole­
cule at that.
Scientists have been looking at objects that 
were too small to see with the naked eye for 
nearly 400 years. The trick at first was to use
lenses that forced light to bend and in this way 
focus and enlarge the image of the object that 
reflects the light. The device used to do so was 
the microscope.
As time went on, microscopes were im­
proved until finally they could magnify objects 
1,000 times. At that point, scientists ran up 
against a physical barrier. Light consists of 
waves. These waves are tiny, but the objects 
under the microscope were tiny, too. If the 
objects were tiny enough, they were smaller 
than the light waves being used to view them. 
The light waves then tended to skip over them 
so the objects could not be seen.
To get around this, you might use shorter 
light waves such as ultraviolet. For a while, 
therefore, scientists used “ultramicroscopes,” 
but these represented only a small improve­
ment. Still shorter waves could not be focused 
properly.
But then, in 1923, a French scientist, Louis 
de Broglie, pointed out that subatomic par­
ticles ought to exist in wave form, too. In 1925,
YOUR PARENTS WILL CRY 
WHEN THEY SEE
Tears of joy. In our age of exhorbitant tuition 
costs, your parents will truly appreciate the bene­
fits of the UPS Tuition Reimbursement Program.
When you work the early morning or late night * packa’ge^andling “ shifts in our 
Shrewsbury facility, UPS pays your tuition up to $2,000 every term. That 
could add up to $6000 a year! You'll also earn up to $2,000 in extra 
cash awards as well as hourly pay of $8-9/hour. Eligible shifts:
11 pm-4am, 3:15-8:15am. Apply now  for this semester!
UPS is located on Route 20 in Shrewsbury at the junction 
of Route 140. Apply this Monday-Friday, 1pm to 7pm.
An equal opportuni ty employer.
•!
an American scientist, Clinton J. Davisson, 
was able to detect such waves produced by 
electrons. These electron-waves were much 
shorter than ordinary light waves. They were, 
in fact, about the size of X-ray waves. But 
where X-ray waves would be extremely diffi­
cult to focus, electrons and their waves could 
easily be focused by magnetic fields.
In 1932, the first device used to focus elec- 
tron-waves and enlarge the images of objects 
in that way was constructed by a German 
scientist, Ernst Ruska. This was an “electron 
microscope.” ft was crude at first, but over the 
years it was refined and improved, until it 
could enlarge objects 300,000 times.
At first, in such instruments, electrons had 
to pass through an object to produce an en­
larged image. Scientists had to work with very 
thin slices of material. But then, ways were 
found to produce a very thin, sharp beam of 
electrons and play that beam over the surface of 
an object. The beam “felt” its way, so to speak, 
across the surface, scanning it and producing 
an enlarged image. This was a “scanning 
electron microscope.”
Now, a still newer version produces the 
electrons by means o f what scientists call a 
“tunneling effect” and we have a “scanning 
tunneling electron m icroscope” that has 
reached new heights o f magnification. It can 
now magnify 1,000,000 times and was used in 
January to take a first-ever look at a molecule 
of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) by Miquel B. 
Salmeron and others at the Lawrence Liver­
more Laboratory in California.
DNA is important because it carries the 
blueprint of life. Every living cell contains a 
DNA molecules that are constantly replicating 
themselves, passing the newly created mole­
cules on to daughter cells. Such sets also exist 
in sperm and egg cells, so that they can be 
passed on from parents to children. Every 
living species has its own set and there are also 
tiny differences in the sets of different indi­
viduals o f the same species.
The importance of DNA was first recog­
nized in 1944, and scientists labored to find out 
how these molecules could produce other 
molecules exactly like themselves.
In 1953, the British scientists Francis H.C. 
Crick and his American co-worker, James D. 
Watson, worked it out. X-rays, in passing 
through molecules, tend to bounce to the side. 
Photographs of such X-rays produce dots 
where X-rays bounce, and from such “X-ray 
diffraction patterns” it is possible to deduce the 
shape of the molecule. It took a long time and 
careful work, but it finally turned out that the 
DNA molecule consisted of two complex 
strands of atoms twined in a double helix (the 
shape of bedsprings). Each strand had a com­
plicated shape, and the two strands fit each 
other exactly.
When DNA forms another molecule like 
itself, the two strands unwind and each one 
picks up small groups of atoms from the cell 
fluid and puts them together into a new strand 
that fits exactly upon the original one. Each 
strand serves as a model to form a new partner 
for itself. In the end, then, each DNA molecule 
produces two DNA molecules exactly alike.
This work brought Watson and Crick the 
Nobel Prize in 1962, and their work was con­
sidered a triumph of subtle scientific deduc­
tion. They described the double helix of the 
DNA molecule and its workings in precise 
detail, even though it was much too small to 
actually be seen.
But now, 36 years after the work o f Watson 
and Crick, pictures of a DNA molecule have 
been taken with a scanning tunneling electron 
microscope —  and no subtle reasoning is re­
quired. There is the double helix, visible to the 
eyes. The molecule coils as it is supposed to. 
From the image, it is possible to work out the 
distance between successive coils. It is about 
1/5,500,000th of an inch.
Salmeron and his group are planning to 
refine the method further to see if they can see 
even finer details of the strands. They will try 
to obtain images of other molecules, too.









Nancy P. Bullock 




The elections will take place on 
April 27th and 28th
The Campus Hearing Board, made up of students, faculty, 
and administration, has jurisdiction over discipline cases 
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A WPI tennis player returns a serve in a losing effort against 
Clark. Clark won 7-2.
(WPI News Release) - The men’s 
tennis team had a rough week, suffer­
ing a 7-2 loss to Clark University and 
a 9-0 loss to Trinity.
Against Clark, exchange student 
Tom Hoepp, from West Germany,
won his second singles match o f the 
year 6-4, 7-5. Also victorious for WPI 
were doubles partners freshman Pi­
erre Schrappe, and senior Jay Nigen, 
6-3, 6-4.
The CI&AJCsT  lAitflfjtlOAJS /A/ A  Me/?! cd
Men’s tennis 0-3
Across from Friendly’s 
Coke - Diet Coke - Sprite 
$.94 + deposit 2 Liter 
$3.39 + deposit 12 pack cans 
Bumble Bee Tuna $.79 
Spam $.89 
Sathers Bag Candy 2 for $1.00 
Greeting Cards 2 for $ 1.00
J" Coupon Expires 4/30/89 Coupon 1
1 0 %  off any purchase 
with WPI I.D.’s only!
i Coupon Coupon J  
104 Highland Stree 797-9626 
“The Convenience Store that Delivers”
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SPORTS
Soccomm and 
Lens & Lights 
present
“Cocktail”
Sun., April 30th 
6:30 and 9:30 
Alden Hall 
$2.00 Admission
Register to win the movie poster.
Wrestling captains named
by Roger Burleson 
Sports Editor
After wrapping up another suc­
cessful season this year at 15 -1, the 
captains for the next year have been 
named, after being elected by a team 
vote. They are seniors Rick Maguire, 
Tom Sgammato, Matt Oney, and 
Brian Glatz.
Rick Maguire will repeat this year 
as captain and this will be his third 
year as a varsity wrestler and has a 26- 
3 career dual record. He has placed 
second the past two years in the New 
England tournament. He will lead the 
team off at 118 pounds and will 
“provide the lead off punch with con­
stant action and motion," according to 
coach Phil Grebinar.
At 134 pounds will be Tom Sgam­
mato with a 21-4 record. He is also a 
three year varsity wrestler and a two- 
time All-New England wrestler plac­
ing sixth in 1988 and third this year. 
“He is a hard-working athlete and has 
the keen ability to turn opponents o f­
fensive moves into his own points,” 
says Grebinar.
Three time varsity wrestler Matt
(WPI News Release) - Despite 
competing in miserable weather con­
ditions, the WPI w om en’s track team 
captured the 1989 Worcester City 
Meet on April 8 with a total score of 86 
points. Clark University took second 
with 36 points, W orcester State C ol­
lege was third with 17, and Nichols 
was fourth with 10. Assumption C ol­
lege did not complete the meet be­
cause of poor weather.
On April 5, day 1 o f the meet, 
which was held at WPI, the team 
turned in several excellent perform ­
ances, according to head coach Brian 
Savilonis. Senior captain Lesley 
Andrews won the pentathlon; junior 
Patty Dube qualified for the ECAC
Oney will be at 158 pounds next year. 
He placed third in New England at 142 
in 1988. He has a career record o f 13-
4-2. Grebinar said that “he is a great 
technician as a wrestler and sets an ex­
ample for the team.”
The fourth captain is also a third 
year varsity wrestler, Brian Glatz with 
a 32-6-1 record. He finished third in 
New Englands his freshman year, first 
last year, and this year sixth after 
damaging his knee. In addition he was 
an All-American last year when he 
finished eighth in the Nationals. Gre­
binar feels that he is “a true leader by 
example and will overpower most of 
his opponents.”
In addition to these starters, there 
will also be five other returning start­
ers to bolster up the lineup, including 
on senior. The senior is Jeff Graveline 
at 177 pounds, who placed fifth in this 
years tournament and had a 12-3 rec­
ord this year. Also returning will 
Chris Carey at 142 and placed fifth 
this year, Toby Wyman at 150 who 
finished second, Aaron Castellano at 
190 who placed fifth, and Mike 
Aheame at heavyweight who'finished 
fifth.
meet in the 100 meter hurdles with a 
time of 16.6 seconds; junior Robin 
Fontaine, sophomore Maura Collins, 
freshman Noelle Bonin, and sopho­
more Chris Mikloiche placed second 
in the 4x800 relay setting a new 
school record; and Mikloiche set a 
new school record with a time of 
19:41.9 in the 5000. Collins placed 
second in the 5000 and recorded the 
third fastest time in this event at WPI.
On day 2, April 8, competitors 
faced cold and snowy weather. Senior 
Kim W ebber won the shot put by 4 
inches on a clutch throw of 34 feet 4 1/
2 inches. Senior Leslie Reed moved 
closer to qualifying for the ECAC
Also expected to see action next 
year are Mike Matukaitis at 126, 
Brian Chu at 134, Dave Daniels at 
142, Roger Burleson at 177, Dean 
Zenie at 190, and Steve Potvin at 
heavyweight.
The wrestling team finished 
fourth in New England this year be­
hind defending champion Rhode Is­
land College in first, Wesleyan in 
second, and Western New England in 
third. This was due largely in part to 
two team members, 158 pound Dave 
Sunderland and 167 pound Brian 
Glatz, being injured and finishing 
much lower than expected. The team 
also had a 15-1 dual meet record, 
losing only to Division I opponent 
UNH. They also defeated the Divi­
sion I opponent o f Harvard, a great ac­
complishment considering that Divi­
sion III schools are not supposed to do 
things like that. The team also had an 
Academic All-American in Brian 
Glatz. And with all this being accom­
plished, this years team will only lose 
two starters. So the team is looking 
forward to another successful season 
next year by going for its fourteenth 
consecutive winning season.
in meet
meet by winning the discus (99 feet 6 
inches) and took third in the hammer 
(100 feet 10 inches). Andrews had a 
personal best in the javelin, winning 
the event with a throw of 102 feet 4 
inches. Andrews also took first in the 
high jum p and ran a leg in both win­
ning relays.
Sophomore Kate Knapp won both 
the sprints, coming from behind each 
time. Fontaine ran away with first 
place in the 400 and led off the 4 x 400 
relay. Bonin made up 30 meters in the 
last lap to pull out a victory in the 800. 
Freshman Kristin Conley, continuing 
to dominate the triple jum p, took first 
with a jum p o f 32 feet.
Women’s track rules
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Commencement 
information highlights
Commencement - Saturday, May 20 - 2:00 pm 
Rehearsal - Thursday, April 27 - 1 1 :00 am - Harrington Auditorium 
Cap & Gown information in the bookstore - $13.50  
Seniors must notify the Registrar if they are NOT planning to 
attend. Each graduate will be allotted 3 free invitations and tickets. 
Extra invitations may be purchased at OGCP, 6 for $1.00. All 
Invitations and tickets will be available in OGCP as o f Today.
Tickets must be picked up by Friday, April 28th. All unclaimed 
tickets will go  into a pool. It will be held on Tuesday, May 2nd. Check 
with OGCP on the 4th to leam how many more you may have.
Remind family & friends that admission at the door is by ticket 
only.
No tickets are needed for locations where closed circuit TVs are 
located.
Softball drops two
(W PI N ews R elease) - The 
women’s softball team dropped two 
games last week including a 22-4 
loss to Fitchburg State College on 
April 5 and a tough 3-1 loss to Colby 
on April 7.
T he E ng ineers p layed  w ell 
against Colby behind solid pitching 
by freshman Marion Miller. The
teams were locked in a 1-1 tie head­
ing into the seventh inning when 
Colby rallied for two runs. WPI 
could not answer in the bottom of the 
inning. Junior Kim Cloutier con­
nected for a double while junior 
Karri Schlegel, sophomore Elaine 
LaChance, and freshman Kim Gabis 
had a single each.
WPI's softball team takes on Colby losing 3-1 as a WPI player 
attempts to throw out a Colby runner.
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WPI selected for the GM Sunrayce USA
(News Release) - Thirty-two North Ameri­
can college and university teams have been 
selected to run in GM SUNRAYCE USA, the 
1,800-mile GM -sponsored solar car race 
scheduled for July 1990. The race will run from 
G M ’s World of Motion pavilion at Walt 
Disney World in Lake Buena Vista, Florida lo 
G M ’s Technical Center in Warren, Michigan. 
GM President Robert C. Stempel said, “The 
high quality of the winning university propos­
als impressed our judges and proved the value 
of the proposal process as an educational exer­
cise.”
The evaluation panel, composed o f GM, 
Hughes Aircraft, Chevrolet, AeroVironment, 
DOE and SAE engineers, reviewed 61 propos­
als before selecting the race entrants. The 32 
schools selected for the race are:
Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona 
Auburn University; Auburn, Alabama 
California State Polytechnic University; Po­
mona, California 
California State Polytechnic University; San 
Luis Obispo, California 
California State University; Los Angeles, 
California
California State University; Northridge, Cali­
fornia
Clarkson University; Potsdam, New York 
Colorado State University; Fort Collins, Colo­
rado
Crowder College; Neosho, Missouri 
Dartmouth College; Hanover, New Hampshire 
Drexel University; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Florida Institute o f  Technology; Melbourne, 
Florida
Iowa State University; Ames, Iowa 
Mankato State University; Mankato, Minne­
sota
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cam­
bridge, Massachusetts 
Rochester Institute of Technology; Rochester, 
New York
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology; Terre 
Haute, Indiana 
Stanford University; Stanford, California 
Stark Technical College; Canton, Ohio 
The University of Texas; Austin, Texas 
University of Maryland; College Park. Mary­
land
University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, Michigan 
University o f North Texas; Denton, Texas 
University of Ottawa; Ottawa, Ontario, Can­
ada
University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania
University of Puerto Rico; Mayaguez, Puerto 
Rico
University of Waterloo; Waterloo, Ontario, 
Canada
Villanova University; Villanova, Pennsylva­
nia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Blacksburg, 
Virginia
Western Michigan University; Kalamazoo, 
Michigan
Western Washington University; Bellingham, 
Washington
Worcester Polytechnic Institute; Worcester,
Massachusetts
In the proposal process, university teams 
were asked to describe how they would organ­
ize the project; raise funds and other support; 
select their vehicle concept; undertake engi­
neering tasks; obtain components; build the 
vehicle; perform evaluation, reliability and 
durability testing; select and train drivers; and, 
plan the strategies and logistical aspects of a 
nine and one-half day race.
Each team will receive a $5,000 stipend 
from General Motors and $2,000 from the U.S. 
Department of Energy to enable it to begin 
work on its car and to help it raise additional
funds. G M ’s Chevrolet Motor Division will 
provide a lead car and an equipment van for 
each team.
The three winning teams will be sponsored 
by GM to participate in the 1990 World Solar 
Challenge race in Australia, which is sched­
uled for late November of that year. G M ’s 
Sunraycer won the first World Solar Challenge 
in 1987.
Mr. Stempel concluded, “GM SUNRAYCE 
USA is an extension o f our GM Sunraycer 
program and is dedicated to the educational 
development o f university engineering and 
science students across North America. ”
GM SUNRAYCE USA • 1990
GM SUNRAYCE USA is an 1800-mile university solar-powered car race 
from Disney World in Lake Buena Vista. Florida to General Motors 
Technical Center in Warren, Michigan, scheduled for July, 1990 The race 
is expected to last 9 1/2 days and is sponsored by General Motors.
Chevrolet, the U S. Department of Energy and the Society of Automotive 
Engineers. Race cars will tollow secondary state and county roads as they 
wind their way through seven states. The three winning teams will be 
sponsored by GM to participate in the 2,000-mile World Solar Challenge 
race in Australia in November, 1990.
MIDGETS OF ROCK
TWO TOWERS AFTER HOURS
STUDENT TALENT NIGHT
GOMPEI’S (THE PUB) 
FRIDAY APRIL 28 
7:00 FREE !!!!!!
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by Frodo 
Newspeak Staff
Well, here we are again, another week, more 
problems. It was simply amazing to find out 
that I had received mail about my column. This 
is truly a first. I only got two letters as far as I 
know, and I only got to read one of them and not 
very well. As I remember, the argument went 
roughly like this: How dare you call me a bitch, 
you don’t know anything and have no basis for 
judgement. W ell, that’s very nice. Maybe I did 
go a little overboard, but my experience is what 
I would call about average. I have drawn my 
conclusions from my experiences and to draw 
them from anything else would be a greater 
travesty than my last column. If you do not 
consider yourself a bitch then don’t consider 
yourself included in last w eek’s summary. I 
will not go as far as to say that if you were upset 
by last w eek’s article then you are a bitch, and 
are upset at being recognized, that is beyond 
my psychological capabilities. Maybe I used 
the word bitch too much; probably.
Anyway, let me continue with this subject 
as it seems to inspire such response. I have a 
female friend who, when she publicly ex­
pressed her dissatisfaction with WPI, was
called something like ‘a conservative-----------
bitch’ or something like that. Parts of the slur 
were aimed at insulting her for being from 
Georgia. Basically her whole floor partici­
pated in the jest. I know most o f the people who 
are from the Southeast (Florida excluded) who 
go here, I don’t see why they should be sub­
jected to that crap. Anyway, it is possible that 
this behavior also includes the male popula­
tion. Maybe I should write a nasty paragraph 
about how I perceive the average WPI male; 
boy would I make people mad. Well, anyway, 
I consider the amount o f women engineers to 
be tragic, and I also believe it is overwhelm­
ingly the m ales’ fr ult that more women are not 
in engineering, or any other profession for that 
matter. Maybe WPI should start a series of 
continual women’s programs to draw more 
women to WPI and more women into engineer­
ing, not so guys can look at them, but so guys 
can leam from them. The same goes for mi­
norities; I believe that a wide diversity of 
gender, race and ethnic origin is not only to the 
benefit o f the minority, but is also to the
advantage and education of the majority. If you 
noticed I am not blaming the administration, I 
don 't perceive any malicious intent on their 
part, but how can things change?
Something the Adm inistration can be 
blamed for on the other hand is this business 
about the nurses and student health in general. 
I find it ironic that within a week of having a 
'health fair' they cut our health program. Last 
week it was stated that WPI is only saving 
about $35,000, that’s about $14.60 each. Take 
it off my joke o f a social fee or add it in onto the 
bill, I mean after 9% w hat’s the difference? Cut 
$35,000 out o f daka, it can’t get any worse, or 
sell the white Crown Victoria, the 'unmarked 
police car' with no white walls and the CB 
antenna, what a joke. The quality of the infir­
mary is debatable, but the worst thing to do is 
pull people, that improves nothing. Making 
budget cuts out of one o f the few visible student 
services is a sign that the people over the bridge 
are really over the rainbow. Strauss apparently 
completely ignored the petition that you may 
have signed, oh what a stupid fool! When will 
he wake up, maybe the alarm went off on 
Friday, maybe he is a deep sleeper, maybe he 
is dead.
Another example of this is the math profes­
sor business, this is detailed in another report, 
need I say more? Yes. The best math teacher I 
have had so far did not return this year, suppos­
edly he was told he w asn't doing enough re­
search; he left to become head of another 
college’s math department. This school’s math 
dept, has a history o f problems, but good 
teachers going elsewhere is not a solution. Is 
this school a research institution or an under­
graduate institution? This problem is facing 
most technical colleges, and for this school, I 
of course do not make the decisions, neither do 
you, but the administration appears to me to be 
flip-flopping between rhetoric and action. 
They will have to face up to it sometime.
Laser-Tag has been outlawed on campus; 
students had been trying to play in Harrington 
for a while. They met with stiff opposition 
from our hard-working policemen. After the 
school conducted a study they released some 
non-sensible babble about the issue and for­
bade it. See how the school uses its precious 
time and resources on such a vital matter? Boy, 
am I glad my tuition went to pay for a study of
Laser-Tag.
Anyway, I appreciate the responses I just 
wish that people would address some of the 
other issues, oh well, it’s a bumpy start, but it’s 
going. What about condoms? I see condoms on 
campus as one way the administration could
recognize that students are not simply automa­
tons.
To the person who wrote in challenging me 
to sign my name and class, would you? I am at 
least sane enough not to get my legs broken.
Greek Views
Pledging, Part II
by Jeffrey Coy 
Associate Editor 
and John Bell
Perhaps one of the greatest problems facing 
the nation's Greeks is the public’s perception 
of pledging. More often than not, pledging is 
automatically connected with hazing, an im­
age reinforced by the media and entertainment 
industries.
And such a connection is not without foun­
dation. Most national Fraternities banned haz­
ing only recently, as tough anti-hazing laws 
were passed. In fact, WPI itself readily sup­
ported the hazing of Freshmen men up until the 
late sixties. Unfortunately, even in the face of 
legal action and stringent Fraternity by-laws, 
some houses still must deal with the problem of 
hazing. In response to these problems, the 
National Interfratemity Conference recently 
asked all national fraternities to consider the 
elimination o f the pledge status altogether. As 
a result, two nationals have accepted the rec­
ommendation and have entirely rid themselves 
of pledging. However, is this an appropriate 
response to the problem of hazing?
By simply eliminating the pledge program, 
these fraternities are, in effect, running from 
the problem. It must be realized that the prob­
lem of hazing can be solved. Rather than giving 
up. Fraternities must recognize what is wrong 
and strive to correct it rather than admit to 
defeat.
The key to solving these problems is, sim­
ply, strong leadership. The leaders of the Greek 
system must be strong enough to stand up for 
what is right and do away with unnecessary
traditions. Many times, the prevalent attitude 
among brothers is, “ I had this done to me when 
I was a pledge. Therefore, I have the right to do 
it to these pledges." However, such an attitude 
is based far from the ideals upon which a true 
fraternity should operate. It is a dangerous 
attitude that must no longer be allowed to 
survive in today’s Greek environment. A 
strong leader is all it takes to do away with such 
an attitude. To confront the problems of haz­
ing, one must strive not for popularity, but, 
rather for what is right. It takes a strong and 
confident leader to break the cycle o f hazing 
and to convince the brotherhood that it is the 
proper thing to do.
Once a pledge class is brought into a non­
hazing house, they will not be inclined to haze 
once they themselves are brothers. And, hope­
fully after the precedent of a non-hazing pledge 
program is set, it will be enforced, and the cycle 
will end. Once this class achieves leadership 
positions, their pledging experience will en­
sure a haze-free atmosphere.
To do away with pledging altogether is to 
say that hazing is an inherent part o f the struc­
ture. But that couldn’t be more wrong. As with 
anything, pledge programs are not perfect, and 
hazing is simply one flaw that can, and must, be 
corrected. With the proper leadership, motiva­
tion, and high ideals, Greeks nationwide can 
wholly eliminate the problem of hazing. It will 
not be an easy task, but it is a necessary task, 
nonetheless. In the end, the nation’s Greek 
system will be left the better for it.
John Bell, '90 and Jeff Coy, ’91 are, respec­
tively, President and Vice-president o f Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon.
Observations from the Asylum
I ’m not accountable
by Alton Reich 
Newspeak Staff
First of all I want to make it very clear that 
I’m not to be held accountable for anything that 
appears in this column. In fact I have no desire 
to be held responsible for anything that goes on 
around here at all. Things happen without my 
direct participation, even though my body may 
be there at the time. I can’t help it, my mind just 
sort of wanders off, but I digress.
The real point here is that I noticed that the 
ice cream machine had disappeared from 
DAKA. Ok, I thought to myself, they must be 
having another fungus in the pipes problem 
like they had a few months ago, it’ll be back 
soon. After a few days of it not being around,
I decided to find out where it went from a 
DAKA employee friend o f mine. When I asked 
him what happened to the ice cream machine, 
he said, “ It’s gone.” Not quite the answer I had 
in mind.
I told him that I had noticed that, and was 
wondering why it was gone. He explained that 
certain residents of Daniels Hall had been 
throwing ice cream out of windows, so the 
machine had been placed in storage.
But this column isn 't about missing ice 
cream machines, or even DAKA, it’s about 
accountability. It is about being held respon­
sible for your actions and accepting the bad or 
good that comes of them.
Remember Lambda Chi Alpha? They, as a 
whole, found out about accountability in the 
worst way. The individuals involved, how­
ever, will probably never be held directly re­
sponsible and dealt with according to the laws 
of the State o f Massachusetts. It is just too 
difficult to single out individuals for prosecu­
tion from a large group. It is a bit like prose­
cuting a corporation, you can’t arrest anyone, 
but you can fine the hell out of them.
How often do we see this in the Police Log,
* alewboMhwas^renfts-*
cated, they were advised." Advised! What do 
you mean advised? I think that someone 
should purchase a copy of the Massachusetts 
General Laws for the WPI Police. A minor in 
possession o f alcohol is committing a crime 
punishable by fine, jail sentence, or both. By 
letting minors blatantly posses alcohol, the 
WPI Police are letting them violate laws they 
should be sworn to uphold. One could even 
argue that by not arresting these people they are 
playing judge and jury, and returning a verdict 
o f innocent. I could probably make a case that 
they are aiding minors in illegally possessing 
alcohol because they know that nothing will be 
done.
Every once in a while there are minors at 
fraternities who are being served alcohol by the 
brothers. If a minor is found to be in possession 
of alcohol at a bar there are stiff fines that the 
owner faces. If the bar is run by a corporation, 
then it has to pay the penalties.
Picture this scenario, WPI officer gets a call 
about a disturbance at a frat party. He arrives 
on the scene, and goes inside. There he finds 
several intoxicated female minors clinging to 
the pant leg o f one of the brothers and refusing 
to let go. This is the cause o f the disturbance, 
because he has to go to the bathroom and can’t 
fit through the door with them hanging on. Our 
hero, the WPI officer, valiantly pries them off, 
and gives them each another beer to keep their 
hands occupied. The grateful brother offers the 
WPI officer a six pack and some pizza for 
saving the day. Knowing a job well done lies 
behind him. the WPI officer takes his beer and 
pizza and rides off to somewhere he can enjoy 
them in peace.
I know that this is a bunch o f fantasy, but 
sometimes d on ’t you wonder just a bit about 
frats paying off the police? It seems that the 
WPI Police let them get away with breaking 
every law on the books, but come running when 
they have a problem. I sometimes wonder why 
"ttirf*Ts.‘*-h*w'prob!iW’r  bevrrcurrhe TirhTmriflnt*"-'
tion knows that if the Worcester Police respond 
they will uphold the law, and that wouldn’t 
look good for the school. I bet the order to 
protect the name o f WPI, the no condoms, no 
alcohol, no accountability image came right 
from Jon himself. Nixon almost got im­
peached for less. I guess this no accountability 
policy affects more people here than just the 
students.
Look at this ice cream incident. It says 
somewhere in the little DAKA handbook thing 
that there is ice cream available. I like DAKA 
ice cream, and I’m addicted to chocolate. I 
don’t live in Daniels. I had nothing to do with 
ice cream throwing, but I ’m being held ac­
countable? O f all the screwed up logic! But 
I’m beginning to understand. I’m not account­
able for my actions, only those of others. In 
some backwards (like most everything else 
around here) way it makes sense.
It also says some place that Housing and Res
Life (creators of the marvelous housing lot­
tery) reserves the right to take action against 
those who cause disturbances in the residence 
halls. This action includes things like kicking 
the perpetrators out, fining them, and denying 
them housing for the following year. How’s 
this for a novel idea: The WPI Police should 
gather up their Dick Tracy Clue Finding Kits 
(Tm) and investigate into who threw the ice 
cream (what a novel idea). Then the admini­
stration should fine the hell out o f them. I 
wonder why this hasn’t occurred to the folks in 
Boynton Hall. I ’d think the opportunity to grab 
some more money would bring them running.
I would like to conclude with a bit o f specu­
lation. Today Jon had over an hour of idle time 
on the Encore while in mail. Does this mean 
that he takes over an hour to read a screen-full 
of text? It could explain his recent perform­
ance.
is Greek Complex money 
being well spent?
by Chris Barcus 
\ews Editor
In examining the Greek system on campus, 
the administration has come up with several 
different plans to help the houses improve. One 
of these ideas include building a complex 
similar to Founders Hall which would be 
owned by the school and rented to the frater­
nity/sorority
This plan is a very costly one and has many 
potential problems associated with it. Empty
rooms in the complex may be rented out to 
independents if housing conditions deem it 
necessary. Another potential danger is the 
possibility o f problems arising from different 
fraternities living in such a confined space.
The money which the school is willing to be 
put into such a complex can be used more 
wisely, such as additional undergraduate hous­
ing, housing for graduate students and a stu­
dent center. All of these are areas of great 
concern which the administration should ad­
dress as well as the Greek system.
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Student input must be considered
Last Friday, a protest against the infirmary cuts was 
held. Although the people behind the rally collected 
1,001 signatures, only about thirty people showed up to 
picket Boynton Hall. This turnout may appear to be 
small, but in terms of WPI involvement it is large. In 
fact, many more than thirty people picketed; they came 
and went as classes and other commitments demanded.
Another major point is that the 1,001 signatures were 
collected in only five days. For a handful of people to 
reach over 40 % of the campus in that time shows that 
most people who were given the opportunity to sign the
LETTERS
petition did so.
Issues such as the health office cuts should be dis­
cussed with the students before action is taken. The 
student government exists for this reason. The new 
student government officers are trying to make the 
system work, but it can’t be a unilateral effort. It requires 
cooperation with the administration and support of the 
student body. The representatives are there and willing 
to really try to make the system work; President Strauss 
should talk with them and discuss options, rather than
have apparently arbitrary decisions appear from Boynton.
The student government has made a step forward; it’s 
time for the administration to do the same. Let’s have 
some discussions before decisions are made, not after. 
Students have valuable input because this institution 
exists for students. At a time when engineering students 
are becoming scarce, good student / administration 
relations should be a top priority. A happy student body 
will attract more incoming freshmen than one that is 
ignored.
Infirmary cuts are unfair to everyone at WPI
To the Editor:
There is a large gap at W orcester 
Polytechnic Institute between the stu­
dent population and administration. 
The lack of communication is most 
commonly felt by students when a 
decision is enacted or announced 
which decreases the value of student 
education, investment, or living stan­
dards. As in the fable “The Boy Who 
Cried Wolf,” students have long en­
dured inflation crises resulting in 
raised tuition, and over-spending bal­
anced by budget cutbacks. Now that 
Dr. Strauss has announced the debt 
incurred by WPI in the 1988-89 aca­
demic year, there can be little sym pa­
thy elicited from exploited students. 
W hether or not this plight is real, our 
sympathy has been manipulated and 
exhausted.
The first publicized budgetary cut 
concerned faculty and departmental 
expenses for the remainder of the 
1988-1989 academic year. Students 
with no financial aid or insufficient 
funding who are struggling to meet 
tuition and high book rates have no 
tolerance for faculty traveling ex­
penses and supply budgets.
The next compensation for budget­
ing shortfalls appeared as a proposed 
tuition hike of approximately nine 
percent for the 1989-1990 academic 
year. Students are widely doubtful 
that their investment will be returned 
in the form of improved quality of 
courses or increased (SAB-allocated) 
club budgets.
Most recently, the removal of 
health care staff and hours was an­
nounced. The health service fee o f $65 
per undergraduate, however, has not 
been mentioned: it is appalling to 
think that a $35,000 cut in a service 
widely used will not be returned to the 
students who will lose this service. I 
cannot help but wonder if these health 
care cutbacks were first proposed one 
year ago when students were required 
to contract health insurance in addi­
tion to the bounteous health fee.
O ther losses experienced by the 
students will include the jeopardy of
programs initiated by the nursing 
staff, elevated insurance fees result­
ing from increased hospital visits, and 
inaccessibility of the infirmary to ill 
students during the most convenient 
and key periods.
The President may also have un­
derestimated the repercussions of 
reduced health office hours on the 
Campus Police workload. While 
Campus Police also operates on a 
constricting budget, their duties will 
increase. When the sole justification 
for reducing health service presented 
to the student body is a redirection of 
$35,000 (approximations reveal that a 
savings of $35,000 is less than 22% of 
the monies paid by students under the 
health fee title, whereas greater than
62% of services are being cancelled), 
this decision is completely unaccept­
able in my opinion.
Does the administration of WPI 
ignore the opinions o f tuition paying 
students? Numerous questionnaires 
have been circulated, yet when one or 
more members of the administration 
or faculty find that the results do not 
support their campaigns, it appears 
that the students are blatantly dis­
missed. (For example, the issue of 
condom machine installation was the 
object o f a survey which showed that 
a large population o f students support 
the installation of condom machines, 
and a good number of administrative, 
faculty, and staff members also voice 
their support, yet somehow the sub­
ject has been frozen. How is it that a 
member of the WPI management or 
teaching staff, who themselves are in 
low-risk categories for STDs, un­
planned pregnancy, and AIDS, and do 
not live in residence halls here on 
campus, have the ultimate wisdom on 
the issue? I belive that this particular 
choice should rest with the students. If 
an open minded approach was hon­
ored, then we would not find our sur­
vey results so boldly ignored.)
A large-scale effort has been made 
today to demonstrate the immediate 
needs o f WPI undergraduates. This 
need includes both comprehensive 
health care services, and respectful 
consideration of student opinion in 
matters that concern them. Perhaps
the very example the undergraduate 
population needs to see is generous 
administrative budget cutbacks: an 
adm inistrative financial lim itation 
would dem onstrate the co llege’s 
commitment to providing peak aca­
demic resources while weathering the 
financial pressure alongside the stu­
dents of WPI. Revoke the health care 
cutbacks: honor the requests of 970 
members of the WPI student comm u­
nity!
Bridget Ann Powers. ‘90
(Editor’s Note: Copies o f this let­
ter were sent to President Strauss and 
all the members o f the Board o f Trus­
tees by the author.)
Being first is no help in scheduling
To the Editor:
It may be early to start complaining 
about next year’s scheduling, but I 
have to get this off my chest. I have 
known people who have been screwed 
over by WPI in the past but I never 
thought I would be the victim of WPI. 
This is what happened:
On the Wednesday of Advising 
Appointment Week. I handed in my 
scheduling circle sheets into the 
scheduling office. A friend o f mine 
went skiing that day - he handed his 
circle sheets in on Friday, two days 
later.
Last week I received in my mail­
box my schedule for next year. Three 
courses that I had registered for, all in 
my major, were not on my schedule. 1 
checked all o f the potential conflicts 
that could have existed but there were 
no conflicts - the courses should have 
been on my schedule. I talked to the 
friend who had handed in his circle 
sheets two days after me - he was 
enrolled in all 3 of the classes missing 
from my schedule.
So I next proceeded to Boynton to 
the Scheduling Office. I asked why 3 
classes which created no conflicts
would not be on my schedule. Their 
reason: All of the classes had already 
been filled. So I asked what was the 
priority for getting into these classes. 
The answer: First come, first served. 
So now I'm  a little upset. I ask how, if 
it is first come first served, it is pos­
sible for someone who turned in their 
circle sheets after I did, to be in these 
courses. I didn’t get any real answer to 
this question. They kind of blew me 
off and told me to reschedule for the 
classes in hope that someone else
drops them.
Alton Reich of N ewspeak said in 
the April 11 issue, “this school seems 
to be more backwards than other 
places.” H e’s right - turn your sched­
ule in early, get scheduled last. Maybe 
the people in scheduling thought they 
were creating no problems. Maybe 
they don’t even care. All I know is that 
now I will probably have to put up 
with all these wait lists and the crap 
that goes with it, or, have to take 
courses in my major that I’m not even
interested in - things that I thought I 
had avoided by turning in my sched­
ule as soon as possible.
Thanks, Scheduling Office, I ’ve 
been screwed. Thanks for not even 
apologizing for making a mistake. 
Wait a minute, I forgot. You never 
even admitted to a mistake.
I congratulate my friend on his 
luck and wish I had gone skiing with 
him on advising appointment day.
Michael T. Ward, EE ‘91
Statements on USSR were inaccurate
To the Editor:
Alton Reich’s recent piece on the 
Soviet Union was so inaccurate as not 
to merit a response. However, I do 
wish to point out some of the inaccu­
racies, in case someone took him seri­
ously.
Reich’s asserts that “real power [in 
the U.S.S.R.] lies in that segment that 
agrees with the prem ier.” Actually, 
real power lies with the General Sec­
retary of the Communist Party. When 
Brezhnev was General Secretary, for
aiB—iBeah
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example, the Premier was Aleksei 
Kosygin, not a particularly powerful 
figure.
Reich asserts that “when a leader 
falls from favor he, at best, ends up in 
Siberia.” Actually, Krushchev was 
the only General Secretary who did 
not die in office, and he was pensioned 
off. He lived his last years in Moscow 
enjoying many of the privileges, i.e. 
access to special stores, he had earned 
as General Secretary.
Reich asserts that “workers were 
never rewarded for producing more or 
doing better work than their peers.” 
Actually, the Stakhanovite movement 
w'as begun in the 1930s to reward 
those who had produced above the 
piecework quota in their specializa­
tion. Cash and vacation time were 
then, and still are, the rewards.
I could go on, but will end this 
litany of errors with one last refrain.
Reich asserts that the Georgian Re­
public is “home to the only port they 
[the Soviets] have close to the M edi­
terranean Sea, via the Black Sea.” A 
decent map will show several other 
ports, closer to the Mediterranean 
than Georgia. The great ports of 
Odessa and Rostov, are two examples.
The Soviet Union is undergoing 
vast and rapid changes. These 
changes have important implications 
for the United States and the world. 
But those implications can not be 
accurately assessed by ignorant com ­
mentators such as Reich. 1 hope that 
he is more careful about details in his 
field of study. Nuclear Engineering, 
than he is in his study of the Soviet 
Union!
Prof. Patrick P. Dunn 
Humanities Department
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Responses to Frodo varied, but negative
To the Editor:
I’m really appalled by the attack on 
women of WPI in “Standing on a 
Soapbox” from last w eek’s issue. I 
d on ’t know how to begin to express 
my anger of such ignorance! This isn’t 
an issue that the women of WPI 
should just overlook. OK, the female 
population of this campus w on’t make 
next m onth’s Playboy issue or any­
thing, but you guys aren’t all GQ 
either. But let’s not start rating every­
one on a scale of l to 10... that’s not 
the point. Don’t you think it’s difficult 
enough to pursue a career in a male- 
dominated field without people like 
the author of last w eek’s article telling 
us that the male/female ratio is unfair 
to men? He tells us that he can count 
the "nice girls” he knows at WPI on 
one hand. Well, he doesn’t know me, 
and none of my female friends know 
him either. I would go so far as to say 
that he really doesn't know a good 
percentage of the women here - and 
with an attitude like that, he never 
will. I really resent being called a 
bitch by someone I don 't even know. 
No, I am not the one with the attitude 
problem. He doesn’t even stop at in­
sulting all the women of this campus, 
but extends his belittlement to the 
other 9 colleges of the city. (Might he 
include Worcester area high schools 
in a future article?) The women of 
o ther campuses do not always run 
away from WPI men, even if they are 
not looking for a future husband. If 
they are running away from him, 
maybe he should take the hint that a 
negative attitude does not attract any­
one. It is obvious from the article that 
he hasn’t enjoyed his years at WPI this 
far. Well, college life, like anything 
else in life, is what you make of it. You 
can sit around your whole life moan­
ing, “woe is me,” or you can get out 
and enjoy life while you’re still 
around to enjoy it. Maybe if you keep 
yourself busy enough, you won’t no­




“Flawed” is an understatement. 
Pessimistic, humiliating, and conde­
scending comes close. Needless to 
say I have never been so utterly dis­
gusted by a column as I was by 
F rodo’s “Standing On A Soapbox” in 
April 18’s issue of Newspeak. I 
would have let it pass, up to the last 
paragraph o f the second column, be­
cause I am aware o f the rampant pes­
simism and apathy that exists here 
(why don’t you do something about it 
instead of making other people dislike 
this place?) But the comments made 
about the women on this campus are 
utterly uncalled for. If you could look 
beyond the outer beauty (which does 
exist) you would find a lot of really 
great people, who are equally frus­
trated. You really think the odds are 
on our side? With people having atti­
tudes like yours? I resent being treated 
like a second-class person at this 
school. I resent the professors who 
think women don’t belong at this 
school. And I resent people who want 
me to wear makeup and short skirts. 
Yes, I know a lot o f guys don’t fit into 
this category, maybe they should talk 
to the ones who do. Every time I step 
into a classroom, I have to fight these 
prejudices, and it makes me sad, 
sometimes even short tempered. Af­
ter all, I have come three thousand 
m iles to get this education, and I do 
think it’s worth it, but I did not come 
because o f this “great” ratio. I came 
also because I was hoping to get away 
from the superficiality that I grew up 
with. I advise Frodo to go to Caltech to 
be near UCLA and UCSB, where 
everybody is so great looking that 
they have no personality. I thought I 
had escaped until today. I finally 
found people who were more inter­
ested in who I was than how I looked. 
I want to be treated as an equal, with 
human respect, not given long looks 
or whistles - those are demeaning. I
bet the author hasn’t even given me a 
chance. How would he feel about 
someone hitting on him at a party and 
then completely ignoring him on 
campus? We came here for the same 
reasons the men did, I don’t deserve 
the negative treatment, it causes me to 
react negatively. I know there are a lot 
of barriers between the sexes, but a 
little communication would help. I’m 




After reading Newspeak on a 
weekly basis for the past seven to 
eight months, the time has come to 
write this letter. There is a continuing 
saga of anguish carried out in your 
publication which is printed with 
credit only to an anonymous person 
named “Frodo.”
I don’t know Frodo or his qualifi­
cations for writing his commentary in 
Newspeak. I would like to kjiow what 
class Frodo is in and how long he has 
attended WPI. On occasion, Frodo has 
made valid points concerning short­
comings o f people and situations. 
What troubles me is the fact that 
Frodo does not seem to have any 
remedies, only complaints. The fact 
is, Mr. Frodo, that bureaucracies and 
red-tape exist outside o f WPI... and 
far worse I ’m sorry to inform you. Ask 
anyone who has ever attempted to 
obtain a mortgage, correct a problem 
through the legal system, attempted to 
have anything o f importance done on 
a city, county, state, or federal level, 
or (last but not least) attended almost 
any other college or university.
For those who don’t know me, my 
first degree is in music. The college I 
attended had very strict rules govern­
ing practice in the residential rooms. 
Why would a music college be so 
against practice in the dorms? Simple, 
it disturbs others’ rights to quiet study 
and creates hazardous situations when 
a practice session turns into an im­
promptu concert or jam  session. As 
far as your name calling of admini­
stration and alumni over the condom 
issue, it points out the immaturity 
which suggests you need a dispenser 
in your room. Condoms are available 
at the Infirmary and at drugstores as 
close as Park Avenue. Originally, I 
planned on writing this letter concern­
ing the absurd cutbacks being made in 
the Infirmary hours and the ridiculous 
release o f FIVE (read it again, FIVE) 
nurses. This point was made quite 
well in a letter written by Michael 
Voorhis, ’91. (Someone who signs 
their name and class year, Frodo.) I 
understand “the heat of the moment” 
and I also realize that if you care about 
each other “the moment” will return 
when you’ve made plans and arrange­
ments. If it doesn’t with this person 
don’t worry, the right person for you 
will be around sometime. In addition, 
if you disagree with this basic concept 
of human caring, I would also point 
out that your insults to the women at 
WPI don’t help your cause much. 
With you apparent opinions of the 
women at WPI and you’re attitude 
towards them, it is not hard to under­
stand why they seem “stuck-up and 
bitchy” to you. (I guess my tastes in 
women are different, because I find 
the WPI women attractive, open, and 
very nice people.
In response to your opinions con­
cerning the Sufficiency, IQP, and 
MQP... Perhaps you should try an­
other program. One where you don’t 
have to take any Humanities or Lib­
eral Arts... one where there is no 
opportunity to study the social/eco­
nomic impact o f technology on soci­
ety... one where no final major project 
is necessary to burden you... let me 
suggest that you try Sylvania Tech, 
Woburn Tech, ITT Tech, o r Quinsiga- 
mond.) These projects are what you 
and your advisor make o f them. If you 
wish to slide by, as some people do, 
that is your mistake. I must state that 
having attended other schools and 
after talking with other students who 
have attended different schools, your
assertion that the MQP is “No differ­
ent from what a senior has to do at 
most colleges” is not only erroneous 
but more simply misinformed.
In conclusion, you not only in­
sulted WPI women, but you’ve also 
insulted the School, the Activities, the 
Greek system, the Alumni, the Ad­
ministration, the WPI Police, Resi­
dential Life, Consortium Schools, 
Worcester, and finally the incoming 
Freshmen. In a sense you have in­
sulted most attending students as 
well. (I took an informal, impromptu 
poll and found 100% agreement to my 
last statement.) Therefore, I have my 
opinion and advice... If things are so 




In last week’s issue, the column by 
“Frodo” had several statements that I 
think warrant a response.
The first is about the Ellsworth 
apartments, and the fact that they are 
not allowed to have a band in them. I 
do not think this is unreasonable. If 
the rules don’t mention whether 
something is allowed, that doesn’t 
mean it automatically is. I’m sure that 
the fun w on't be taken away because a 
band is not allowed in an apartment.
Frodo seems very upset that the 
band was not allowed to play simply 
on the basis of “possibility” and 
“potential”. Yet, in the next para­
graph, he states that he is upset that 
WPI only implements certain security 
measures after something happens. 
This seems to be a blatant inconsis­
tency to me.
It may be tragic that the SFS 
members had to wait around in the 
wedge because of the women’s crew 
team. However, that is not the fault of 
a huge overinfiated bureaucracy. The
To the Editor:
Boy this is great! I get sooo much 
attention now-a-days. I honestly en­
joyed the letters published in New­
speak that were apparently directed at 
my person. These were two fine 
pieces o f literature; their very tone 
and rhetoric appeased, and yet 
stunned me. I must, however, confess 
that Mr. Pappadia’s use o f trite and 
lifeless words and phrases disap­
pointed my senses after having read 
Mr. G arv in ’s jocu lar and affor- 
manizing jaunt into my desperate 
situation. Dissimilar as these juxta­
posed works may have seemed upon 
first rendition, they soon rendez­
voused at their undeniable climax: 
their very original joke... you know, 
the cliche about someone not getting 
mail because they have no friends. I 
am truly amazed by the sheer original­
ity of these two gentlemen. I mean, 
that was one helluva joke! Why, 1 
nearly bust a gut laughing at the sheer 
coincidence of those little wonders!
Thank you, gentlemen, for your 
concern, and I certainly will take your 
respective constructive criticisms to 
heart. I will especially cherish Mr. 
Joseph Pappadia’s remark that I am 
“one unlikely person.” Exactly what 
this means, I am uncertain, but it will 
none-the-less be cherished as words 
to live by.
Along these lines, I wish to offer 
my own words of wisdom: Life is but 
an erroneous and incongruent synop­
sis of fretted ideals in which a small 
portion o f our indemnity is escalated 
to dilemmas in which our own deci­
sion materializes the apparitions of 
certain inexorable idiosyncracies of 
our very existence where we are alter­
nately forced to ask ourselves if the 
little light in the refrigerator really 
goes o ff when we close the door, or (if 
on uncertain ground) “where do they 
really put all the caffeine they take out 
o f coffee?”, while (hopefully) never 
losing the vision o f preposterous re­
demption or disfranchisement of the
SAB is not a large bureaucracy that 
has too much red tape. Someone 
needs to be in charge of the van and its 
keys.
Also, Frodo seems to imply that 
good faculty members are very hard 
to come buy. Not all of my professors 
have been good, but some of them 
have been excellent. Professors at 
WPI actually take the time to teach 
classes- at many universities, TAs do 
the majority of the teaching.
Frodo also complains that the 
women here are not attractive. Maybe 
we should start a major in modeling 
and “fashion engineering” so Frodo 
can have pretty girls to look at. If 
Frodo can count all the girls that he 
doesn’t think are bitches on one hand, 
maybe he should make an effort to at 
least know some more girls at WPI.
Frodo seems upset that someone 
said “My goal in life is to rise as high 
as I can and make as much money as 
I possibly can." That statement 
should upset no one. There is nothing 
wrong with wanting to rise as high as 
possible in life.
Would Frodo rather have us say 
“My goal in life is never to advance” 
or something similar? Making money 
is not an evil thing (unless you happen 
to be a Communist). People should 
set high goals for themselves. (Also, 
this attitude seems to be alive well at 
virtually every college and university 
in the country, except very liberal 
places like Brown, Berkeley, Clark 
and Reed College).
Also, the projects are better than a 
“contrived wool pull.” Many upper­
classmen I know have said they en­
joyed doing their IQP, and did gain a 
positive experience while doing it.
If Frodo dislikes this school so 
much, why doesn’t he transfer? This 
is an option. WPI is not a prison that 
you have to stay at for four years.
inner soul which continuously ostra­
cizes each inevitable placement of 
seemingly silly or trite questions of 
mind, such as “why does the little 
black handrail on the escalator move 
just a little bit slower than the actual 
stairs, so that if you hold on to it, you 
will eventually fall down the escala­
tor?”, while in dissimilar circum­
stances, another individual make be 
making an inpalpable judgement on 
the whereabouts of a time-space con­
tinuum or even “ How do blind people 
know when they are done wiping their 
ass?”, as even the most incorrigible 
can admit as they precariously err in 
sedimentary principles o f basic, and 
even trite, observations dealing with 
what some may call an altruescent 
fellowship of ongoing oscillations in 
social intent following the very basic 
principle that Life is much too impor­
tant to be taken seriously inevitably 
holds true for ourselves in our own 
hearts; therefore mandatory for all 
mankind, for only the miniscule por­
tion of this convalescent and yet con­
descending social order where a cho­
sen few may climb (while stepping on 
fingers in the social ladder) to the very 
apex of what was once considered an 
extemporaneously complacent fac­
tion, we simply find that “bough” and 
“tough” are spelled similarly, but are 
pronounced quite differently as a 
concrete example that while we may 
attempt to make water go down a
To the Editor:
In the m en’s changing room in the 
gym none of the stalls in the toilet 
have doors, while in the women’s 
changing rooms almost all of them do 
have doors. Note that in the spirit of 
equality the women also have two 
doors missing. Can anyone give me a
To the Editor:
I’d just like to thank Frodo for his 
insightful examination into the life 
and times of a WPI student. I too like 
to disturb everyone in the Ellsworth 
complex by having a band. Hey, if 
they don’t like it they can move out. 
It’s our room and we can be obnoxious 
as possible. And I think that the 
W om en’s crew team should be dis­
banded for forgetting to return keys. 
Frodo obviously never made a m is­
take. Yea, let’s rag on W orcester 
some more. All you freshmen, go 
hang out by the Silver Ball with all the
12 year old hoodlums. Don’t forget 
your screwdrivers to break open the 
machines. Frodo, you yourself seem 
to be a real prize and that could be the 
reason why you have such over­
whelming popularity with the women 
here. W hat’s your secret? Oh, if you 
really did hear those quotes, did you 
hear them more than once? Or, be­
cause you are so smart are you able to 
discern what every “Typical” male 
chauvinist, engineer, and frat brother 
thinks just from one quote. You 
should start a new statistics course. 
While you are at it, start a new WPI 
Plan. You could call it, the Two 
Towers of Ignorance, or maybe How 
to Stereotype. And on a more serious 
note, I take extreme offense to the 
statement, even sarcastically, that 
drugs are the solution to anything. But 
Frodo, maybe drugs are just a conven­
ient excuse for your dearth of any real 
clue to what goes on here. I just hope 
that the prospective Freshmen will be 
able to see through your inane assault 
on the Institute. The ones that can 
should do well here.
Michael J. Wallent. '91
mail
drain counterclockwise in the North­
ern Hemisphere, it is quite impossible
—  through a basic law o f nature in the 
Southern Hemisphere —  which, as a 
matter of course, we must all begin as 
neophytes in our basic course o f un­
derstanding of why water is needed to 
sustain life, and yet an excess will end 
this struggle we call life, so that in our 
final hour of total wisdom we may 
hold our heads up high and exclaim 
that a donut with no hole is a danish! 
Understand?
Oh, by the way, my previous letter 
to the Editor was not completely 
wasted on deaf ears, for I am now the 
owner of a real mailbox. They still 
have not managed to fix my “old” one, 
but I now have a replacement that did 
not once hold shoes. I also hold the 
honor, I am told, of having my previ­
ous article posted in the mail room 
along with my picture from my fresh­
man year’s handbook. I also suppose 
there is a sign above it proclaiming me 
as “Public Enemy Number 2,” (num ­
ber one is, o f course. Bill Klein). I 
thank everyone who took the time to 
read my letters and now only ask that 
you send me mail to help utilize my 
new mailbox (send it to my old one, 
box 1059). Also, please keep in mind 
the most important question raised on 
campus this year: “W ho is President 
Strauss?”
Mark A. Sullivan. '91
good reason why?
Is this poor maintenance, part of 
the school's current effort to save 
money, or the legacy o f some kind of 
“boot camp” mentality?
Prof. David C. Brown 
Computer Science
George M. Regnery '92
Views on life and
Men deserve doors, too
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NEW SPEAK STAFF PH O TO /JO N  FRENCH
Theta Chi turns Roman for the day in the hopes of capturing the 
prized trophy.
newspeak sta ff pholo/jon french
Phi Sigma Sigma gets psyched in the race
NEW SPFAK STA FF PH OTO /JON FRENCH
And the winner is... Theta Chi the Roman Chioce
week:
Saturday brought the chariot races
Thursday Denny Dent graced Harrington Auditorium with his 
double fisted act.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Tau Kappa Epsilon were neck and neck 
in this part of the race.
Spring
Spring week was held 
from Thursday, April 20th to 
Sunday, April 23rd. Despite 
the cold temperatures it was 
enjoyable.
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NEW SPEAK STAFF PH O TO /JO N  FRENCH
An able participant in the Spring Weekend leg competition.
chilling
NEWSPEAK STA FF PH OTO /JON FRENCH
Linda Willey tries out the APO velcro wall.
NEWSPEAK STAFF PHOTO/JON FRENCH
Contestants vie for the prize in the Smartfood best leg contest.
Spring weekend band review
by Shawn Zimmerman
I get the icy sensation of... skiing 
naked in a cold Arctic rain. No, I'm  
not talking about chomping into a 
York Peppermint Pattie, I’m talking 
about Spring Weekend. This dismal 
failure, with its lack of crowds or 
temperature, was mitigated only by 
the large amounts o f good music 
emanating from one end of the Quad. 
And I am not talking about that T if­
fany song they played during the Legs 
Contest. Hush Hush and Twelve Mile 
Limit played to about ten people, but 
this did not dampen their enthusiasm.
Hush Hush started off with the loud 
“Rock the Day Awake” and com ­
menced to jam. They played a slew of 
originals and covers. The REM songs, 
“W alter’s Theme" and “Finest Work- 
song,” were both executed admirably. 
And “ U Stink But I Love U," origi­
nally sung by Billy and the Boingers, 
was done, if possible, better than the 
original. The band’s performance was 
not harmed by the absence of their 
lead singer, Tim Membrino, who is 
currently getting drunk in Ireland. As 
a matter of fact Jeff’s singing may 
even be a little better. John Bird 
helped them out on a couple of songs, 
including “Our Dance Tune.” All in 
all, it was a hopping set.
Twelve Mile Limit came on right 
after a long break. They played well 
and fairly long, considering it was
NEWSPEAK STA FF PH OTO /JON FRENCH
APO’s Velcro booth provides for quite a hanging challenge.
newspeak stafT photo/jon french
Twelve Mile Limit jams on the Quad.
about -60 Kelvin out. TML played a 
good selection of loud music, includ­
ing two Rush covers. The first, “Free 
W ill,” was done extremely well. On 
“Tom Sawyer,” Steve’s voice started 
to go, not surprising with him singing 
into the howling wind and all. After 
"Tom Sawyer,” John the guitarist 
hammed it up for the enormous crowd 
of ten, while the rest of the band tried 
to revive their hands. John the drum ­
m er’s drum solo was also well done.
Probably the highlight of their set, 
other than the snow, was the song 
“Middle Man.” This high charged 
song displayed the talents of all 
members fairly well. Not long after 
this, they gave up and left.
And now for the all-crucial recom­
mendation: if you get a chance to see 
either of these bands somewhere 
where it’s warm, do it. So, Troy, do I 
get my Buckeye Newshawk Award 
yet?
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CLUB CORNER
Alpha Phi Omega
Quotes: For the first time (it might be the 
last, so enjoy it), I have nothing to say. 1 have 
no idea w hat’s going on, do you? Hubba, 
Hubba, Hubba, Hubba, I ’m a happy boy. Kiel- 
basa, anybody? SMILE! What does Ed have 
that every girl wants? W ouldn’t you like to 
know? Shane where’s my penny? Was it worth 
the walk in the rain? AHHHH! EEEE! OOOO! 
I’m bored. I ’m chairman of the bored. Start 
thinking of a song for the next conclave. Linda
& Ed can we bum Clark?
Business: Congratulations everyone on a 
very successful, very busy week!
IEEE
It’s almost over! We are going to have a 
happy hour to wish our seniors farewell. 
Thanks to AXP for providing a place. Faculty 
and students are invited to come to AXP begin­
ning at 5pm today, Tuesday, 25 April. SEE 
YOU THERE!
Lens and Lights
The end of the year is fast approaching and 
that brings a number of things. This
Wednesday the 26th we will be having our 
traditional end o f year picnic/barbecue on 
Higgins lawn. We will also be announcing 
who’s were on this year’s hours list. Don’t 
forget to bring any last minute t-shirt designs
because we will be taking the final design vote.
Once again Masque did an excellent job 
with New Voices. We thank all the L & L 
members who put in great amounts of time to 
support the technical operations.
Don’t forget about the movie, A Fish Called 
Wanda, in Kinnicut Hall tonight at 6:30 and 
9:30.
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
Hey! Stressed out from D-term crunch? 
Psyched to graduate? Well, the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers and the Manage­
ment Society are having a happy hour at Sigma 
Pi at 4:45 today. April 25. Students and faculty 
are invited.
Wireless Association
Well, unlike what was reported last time, 
the Kid’s Fair d idn’t go quite as well as hoped. 
But things worked out in the end.
VE Exams were on Saturday, with a smaller 
than usual turnout, but it was good to see some 
people upgrade. Congratulations to Ed Walsh, 
N1GCI. for his upgrade to EXTRA! A new VE 
in the works. Congratulations also to an asso­
ciate associate o f the club- KA1TEX, for his 
upgrade to Technician. You know who you are.
That’s about it for this week. Possible up­
grade party in the future, meeting on Thursday 
a definite. 4:30, Salisbury O il, as always. 
Bring a friend!
SANREMOS






237 Park Ave. 
Worcester
(Corner Park & Elm, 
next to Parkview 
Tower)
STUDENT SPECIAL 
$11.00 OUR REG $15.00 
WASH-CUT-BLOWDRY






93 Highland Street, Worcester
(Next to Jim Dandy Laundromat)
791-5551
Miss Mom’s Home 
Cookin*???
TRY THE NEXT BEST THING!
Worcester’s Hottest New Deli and Sub 
Shop...and More!
Discover the Boomers Difference
f




$1105 ENTRY LEVEL PAY RATE
• NATIONAL FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
• INTERVIEW NOW -  BEGIN AFTER EXAMS
• GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE 
FOR RESUME
• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE 
FOR NEXT SEMESTER
• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW






Portsmouth, NH/Newberry Port, MA







South East MA Area 508-947-1006
South Shore/Plymouth, MA 617-826-0640
Woonsocket, RI/Blackstone Valley Area 401-769-2429
Southern Rhode Island/Westerly Area 401-596-6155
Portland/Southern Maine Area 207-773-2233
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GREEK CORNER
Alpha Chi Rho
Hello again everybody. D-Tenm is quickly 
sliding away from us and I would like to wish 
everyone the best o f luck with their projects 
and finals (especially Mikey). Alumni appre­
ciation day was a blast for everyone who 
attended, and Senior appreciation looks to be 
just as fun. I'm  sure that all of our Grads had 
a fun time playing ball and lying in the sun with 
the Undergrads, and the “sea-cow” tournament 
turned out to be a highlight of the entertain­
ment. Many thanks to Wobbler, Seano, and all 
who helped to plan the event.
I would like to congratulate Pete and Nancy, 
who will soon tie the knot. All who attended 
had a great time at the Jack & Jill parly. Here's 
to hoping we see another awesome toga from 
Nancy again this year.
Intramurals are really taking off now, with 
floor hockey going into their last regular sea­
son game still undefeated, and softball now at
3-0. Soccer has been picking up too now, 
winning their last two games in a row.
O ur condolences go out to Paul C, the 
absent-minded Brother, who fell asleep in the 
back of the cook’s truck and hasn’t been seen 
since. D on’t worry Mikey and Tony, there 
ARE jobs out there. I would also like to 
apologize to Keary for using his name in Greek 
C om er every week, for the sole purpose of 
increasing Newspeak circulation. I won’t let it 
happen again. Once again, good luck to all.
Delta Phi Epsilon
The sisters would like to congratulate their 
new pledges: Valerie Kschinka, Sheryl Pucko, 
and Karen Cyr. We would also like to welcome 
aboard Carolyn Tidwell. HAPPY SENIOR 
WEEK!
Congratulations to Maria for getting a job  at 
Estee Lauder in New York. W e’ll miss you. but 
we can always take a road trip. Liza - hang in 
there - it’s almost over! To all our seniors - you 
smell disgusting, and you don’t know how to 
dress yourselves! Except Moe. But, is she is a 
senior yet? (Still?) W e’ll miss all of you, but 
we know you’ll be back to take us out and buy 
us a house with all the money you’ll be making. 
D on’t forget to leave Saturday open because 
the Great Pumpkin is coming. Or is it Santa 
Claus? Or the Easter Bunny? Well, leave it 
open anyways. 10 days left until school gets 
out. 12 days until Florida. Right, Cindy?
Phi Gamma Delta
Only one thing to say: TW O WEEKS LEFT 
TO THE ISLAND! Thanks to the alumni 
whose donations totaled S235.000 at Pig Din­
ner. Also, there been a couple of brothers 
pinned in the past few weeks: John K to Fast car 
and Lilley to what ever that girl’s name was he 
was with the weekend before last. Well, after 
the devastating fire that destroyed the third 
floor, the house managers have done a great job 
at rebuilding the place. And to the person who 
started it.... Thanx to AGD for giving up some 
$ to have a cookout on the sundeck last week. 
Congrats to Matt M. and Soup for getting into 
Mech Eng honor society.
Phi §igma Sigma
Greetings Sisters O ’ Phi Sigma Sigma! 
Many exciting events occurred last week(end) 
and many more ahead. First: the past. Spring 
W eekend was a BLAST. Michelle and her 
committee deserve a standing O for the HOBO 
motif. We sure did SCOOP a lot of ice cream 
(Thanks Amy). Speaking o f SCOOPING —  JP
was great — and 1 hope everyone scooped their 
dates. For those of us who were unable to attend 
JP because we sacrificed ourselves for the 
theatre: we had a better time, d idn’t we. Excel­
lent performances by Magda B, Cari W, and 
Donna R and other involvement by Dianna F, 
Danielle L and Michelle L dazzled the 
audience.Other special happenings of the 
weekend include the outrageous festivities 
with the Seniors. Good Job with the Movie 
Fest, Frosh and a capital standing O to the Soph 
for the sneaky peaky of masculine skin (what a 
BBQ!) Farewell to the seniors - tonight’s our 
chance to help them relive the events of their 
lives over the past four years. See everyone at 
KAP and show no mercy. Funny awards are 
coming. (I’m scared.) Good luck to Carmen in 
pulling off an Awards night that was as good, 
no, as great! as mine last year. - 3 days til JP,
13 days til the end o ’ the term, 28 days til grad! 
LITP
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s 20th Annual Car 
Rallye was a great success. Thanks to all who 
participated and hope to see you again next 
year. D on’t forget to dig up those Senior A uc­
tion items. Senior Mania fizzles as many of 
them realize that they would like to graduate.
A-team Floor hockey (undefeated) enters 
the playoffs. Nice game last Wednesday, 
(continued) Hat tricks for everyone. D on’t 
forget to support softball and soccer. Who core 
also headed for play-offs this week, (even as 
you read this).
1) “ Do you know who taped that piece of 
paper over your license plate.”
a) Gumby b) I don’t know c) The Chiseler 
d) Rallye Manager e) Those Fraternity prank­
sters
2) “God, who sleeps on that."
a) T ed’s Family b) Dumpster man c) 
Nobody d) Midget
3) “Why isn’t senior mania running wild”
a) They’re lame b) They’re really lame c)
They plan on running wild next year d) Duh 
told them not to
4) Top four reasons Duh won the bet
a) She was Deaf, Dumb, and Blind b) She 
was Paid c) He chiseled the chiseler d) He used 
“ style"
5) Why can’t our freshmen pass classes
a) They’re more fun the second time b) 
T hey’re really fun the third time c) New books 
are too expensive d) They spend too much time 
at the house
6) Why do people go Management?
a) EE is too hard b) CM is too hard c) ME 
is too hard d) Decision trees are fun
7) Why did Palooky get his hair cut?
a) Metallica got theirs cut b) After living 
with Coy, he decided he is really a preppy at 
heart c) He is sick of getting whistled at by 
carloads of guys
8) Why does Fat Bob get here at 9 o ’clock?
a) It takes 8 hours to make grilled cheese b)
He only rents his place from 6pm to 4am c) 
Better TV reception in kitchen d) The city only 
allows him out when everyone is sleeping
9) Why is Mail Monkey still here?
a) His probation officer won’t let him out of 
state b) For fun c) It’s a jungle out there
Sigm a Phi Epsilon
Z el’s brother is a cheerleader... Rah Rah Sis 
boom ridge. Is winter coming early this year 
for After. We might see a blizzard (snow­
flake!) Welcome to the backhouse Donga. The 
Snowbeast was almost left out in the cold this 
weekend. You should’ve done it after. Hey Hill 
Iandoli’s is having a sale on shitsticks this 
week. Stock up! Zel keep those calves covered, 
somebody might get hurt. Hey Lev I heard they 
found your car in Gardner. Atman did you get 
your tires for your new RX-7. Has anybody 
seen Brenda’s or Danielle’s boyfriends. Is the 
house meeting at ten or are we skeet shooting? 
Congratulations Ramon on your recent play in 
the NCAA tournament. Hey Ellen is Pooch 
going to be up this weekend? Hazel - you’re all 
scupper pigs.
Sigma Pi
Hi, I’m back. First off 1 would like to 
congratulate all of our newly initiated brothers: 
Dan Hueben, Doug Cambell, Jeff Carter, Dave 
W urts, Dave King, Hank Eppich, Jason 
Pourier, Chris Scott, Shane Rice, Decio Men­
dez, Todd Squire, and Mike Rothkugel.
Well it was quite a weekend I think most are 
still recuperating. It was great though to see so 
many cocked Alumni. In other news the pitch 
toum ey is safe from Satin’s Servants as Tippy
& Rod. Hey bet them for first place. Now onto 
the subject o f those common H o’s, the High 
School Chicks. They must be here to see 
someone and who could that be, oh I don’t 
know, maybe BELLFY! T hat’s right you child 
molester we don’t want them here anymore. 
On a last note congratulations to A-team 
hockey for making the playoffs. Now all they 
need is a little support from the brotherhood.
P.S. - Hey all you Blackhole seniors SMYC 
now!
T heta Chi
Gotta love it, less than two weeks o f school 
left now. Lots of stuff coming up too, such as 
the Red Sox game tonight, EBA weekend, the 
clambake, and various other assorted end-O- 
year activities. As for a couple weekends ago, 
we brought back many helpful chapter ideas 
From our regional convention at UMO, and we 
won the Man-Mile award again.
Our congratulations this week goes to Jeff 
Mclane for pinning Jodi Medeiros of Phi 
Sigma Sigma. We would like to thank our 
Alumnus brother, Jim Melvin, for putting in 
many hours o f his time last week to refurbish 
our pool table once again. Another note of 
thanks goes to Phi Sig Sig for suggesting we get 
together last Friday for a cook-out. After the B- 
B-Q we held our long awaited annual Toga 
party. Dave Elario completed yet another ex­
cellent acting performance last week. This 
time ‘round it was for New Voices 7, in the play 
Seasons In The Sun.
The race for the Intramural Sports Cup heats 
up. Our A-team hockey and soccer are consis­
tent and still undefeated. B-teams are holding 
ground. The real upset is that C-team hockey 
and soccer each won a game last week. On 
another sports note, we must thank our new 
found Decathlon champion. Matt Hwang for 
placing incredibly well in the track meet.
Junior died. The Warm Dorm crew goes 
mobile. Leave it to Smitty to perpetuate the 
largest food fight of the semester. Nice wrist- 
shot Derk. And finally, how ‘bout that senior 
trip to 85 Salisbury Street.
matter how 
bad they are, 
Grandma loves 
to hear the 
latest jokes.5*>
You miss her sparkling 
sense of humor. She misses 
you and your jokes. Even the 
bad ones. That’s one good 
reason to call long distance. 
AT&T Long Distance Service 
is another good reason. Be­
cause it costs less than you 
think to hear your grand­
mother start to giggle be­
fore you even get to the 
punch line.
So whenever you miss 
her laughter, bring a smile 
to her face with AT&T. Reach 
out and touch someone®
If you 'd like to know more 
about AT&T products and 
services, like the AT&T Card, 
call us at 1 800 222-0300.
AT&T
The right choice.
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has already started 
to pay off.
College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back 
on any of tnese new Ford cars and trucks.
Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for 
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care 
to remember. That’s why we’ve introduced a hassle-free way for 
college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
We’ll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be 
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks 
featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.
But vou must take deliverv bv Dec. 31.J V w
To qualify, you must earn a bachelor’s degree from a four-year 
college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution, 
between Oct. 1,1988 and Jan. 1,1990.
Ford’s Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value 
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more 




i. f ig s
Thunderbird
| FORD!
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HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM­
MER (OR ANYTIME)? Jet there for no more 
than S I60 with AIRHITCH as reported in 
Consumer Reports, NY Times, L et’s Go, Good 
Housekeeping, and National Network Morn­
ing shows. For details call (2 12) 864-2000 or 
write: AIRHITCH, 2901 Broadway Suite 
100A, NY NY 10025.
$400 and up. Small and large apartments. 
Good selection. Walk to WPI. Parking and 
appliances. Call Jim at 799-2728 or 755-2996.
Tutors Needed. In math, sciences, and SAT 
instruction. W orcester area tutoring firm seeks 
bright, energetic people to tutor area high 
school students. Requirements are access to a 
car, GPA of 3.0+ and SAT instructors must 
have a minimum combined score of 1200. 
Must be available for May and June. Pay is 10/ 
hr. Call Collegiate Tutors at 755-6030.
Fruit Street. Furnished rooms with shared 
kitchen and bath. Parking. Short walk to 
campus. Available June 1st. Also make reser­
vations now for August occupancy. $275 
monthly includes heat and lights. Call 792- 
0049.
For Sale: Silver '81 Audi 4000. Standard, 
100K miles, excellent stereo system, new snow 
tires. Runs very well. Call Andy at 754-3753 or 
Box 1739.
Don’t forget - TNT on Thursday, April 27 at 
noon in G om pei’s!
FOR SALE: Loft - 5' high, w /desk and shelf. 
$50. CA11 756-5538.
REM and Herbal Tea? Maybe that’s why.
Gym Work Study - Time cards are due 
before Tuesday, May 2. Leave a stamped self- 
addressed enveloped if you want your check 
mailed home Thurs. May 11. Coach Massucco
CD Player: Approximately 1 year old. Pro­
grammable Realistic CD2300. Must sell be­
fore summer. S75 or best offer. M409 or Box
'This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031, or 8570-E61 on or before June 30, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, 
handling and/or processing charges. Check with your school regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
2402.
Me, me, me, me, me, PETE.
Hey Smiley and cohort - Watch out, 
“Boom-Boom” will get you back when you 
least expect it...
You said “WOW"? Oh, but you meant 
“G E E ”!
Hey Wally, mind if I look at your Ant Farm?
ALAS POOR JA F O - SNAFU
Hey Shortie! - Turtle
Let your creative juices flow this summer. 
Write short stories, poetry, and draw! Submit 
all to Pathways Box 5150.
How many days are left to complete the D- 
term blues? All I know is that their are too 











“Prince of Darkness’ 




PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb Memory, 80286 
(10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 
8513 Color Display, DOS 4.0, Microsoft" Word, 
Windows/286 and hDC Windows Express™. 
Software is loaded and ready to go!
PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb Memory, 80286 
(10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 
8513 Color Display, DOS 4.0, IBM Micro Channel 
Architecture™, Microsoft Windows/286, Word, 
Excel and hDC Windows Express.
Software is loaded and ready to go!
PS/2 Mode* 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb Memory, 80386 
(16 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed u.sk drive, IBM Mouse, 
8513 Color Display, DOS 4.0, IBM Micro 
Channel Architecture, Microsoft Windows/386, 
Word, Excel and hDC Windows Express. 
Software is loaded and ready to go!
List price $4,437." List price List price $8,912.(X)
Your special price* $2,399.°° Your special price* $ 2 ,7 9 9 . ° 0 Your special price* $4,449.oo
Receive up to a 55% discount during this promotion. 
Contact your local IBM office at 831-9300 for more 
information. Five day delivery.
IBM Personal System 2 and PS/2 are registered irademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation IBM Micro Channel Architecture is a trademark of IBM  
Corporation Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation hOC Windows Express is a trademark of the hDC Computer Corporation
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! NOTICE !
PROJECT PANIC DAY!
Projects and completion of degree requirement forms (IQP, MQP, SUFF) are due in the
Registrar's Office by 4:00 pm Monday, May 1, 1989, for all May, 1989 Undergraduate Degree
Candidates.
April 23 - 29 is National Mathematics Awareness Week. This year’s theme is “Mathematics: 
Discovering Patterns’’. Several events are planned at WPI to celebrate National 
M athematics Awareness Week. A treasure hunt, sponsored by the Mathematics De 
partment will start Monday, April 24, and end Friday, April 28. For further details on 
each event listed below, refer to announcements posted around campus.
Tuesday, A pril 25, 1989
4:30 pm - Math Hour : “C-Robots, Battle of the Programmers", Stratton 104. Also, Prof. Dave 
Housman will speak on game theory and the Prisoner’s Dilemma.
5:30 pm - Math Major Picnic
6:30 & 9:30 pm - Film: “A Fish Called Wanda," Kinnicutt Hall, $2.00.
8:00 pm - The College Republicans present former Soviet Scientist Dr. Yuri Tuvim to talk about 
the current political situation in the USSR. AK 116.
W ednesday, A pril 26, 1989
3:30 pm - JV Tennis vs. Dean Jr. College
4:00 pm - Chemistry Department Colloquium : “Intramolecular Photoinduced Rearrangements 
in some Sulfonium Salt Derivatives," Dr. Frank D. Saeva, Eastman Kodak Co. GH 
227.
4:30 pm - Richard V. Olsen Award presentation. Math Department lounge, Stratton Hall 108.
8:00 pm - Video: “Prince of Darkness," G om pei’s Place, Free
T hursday , A pril 27, 1989
3:30 pm - Baseball vs. Assumption, at WPI
Friday, A pril 28, 1989
11:00 am - CS Dept. Colloquium : “ Integrating Casual Reasoning at Multiple Levels o f Abstrac 
tion,” Dr. Eva Hudlicka. BBN. AK 233.
4:30 pm - Math Hour Event: “Who put the *frac’ in fractal?” Prof. Paul Humke, St. O laf College. 
Atwater Kent 116
8:00 pm - Pub Event: Two Towers After Hours Student Talent Night, G om pei’s Place, Free.
S aturday , A pril 29, 1989
1:00 pm - Baseball vs. MIT
1:00 pm - M en’s & W omen’s Track vs. SMU
Sunday, A pril 30, 1989
6:30 & 9:30 pm - Film: “Cocktail," Alden Hall, S2.00.
M onday, M ay 1, 1989
1:00 pm - Notice. 3 hours left to submit CDR forms for May, 1989 Graduation.
POLICE LOG
S a tu rd ay , April 15, 1989
2:19 am - An officer reported a vehicle parked in front of Sig Ep on Boynton St. which had it’s 
driver’s side window smashed. The owner of the vehicle later reported that a witness had 
observed subjects in another vehicle smash the window with a baseball bat. The Worcester 
Police Department tracked down the owner of the vehicle in which the subjects fled and 
contacted the person who was responsible who agreed to pay for the damages to the 
window.
10:40 am - An employee of daka reported a possible breaking and entering to the kitchen in the 
Higgins House. A window was open and items belonging in the kitchen were found outside 
the building on the ground.
8:10 pm - A guest o f a WPI student reported that the window of his vehicle, which had been parked 
in the Stoddard parking lot, had been smashed and a radar detector had been stolen.
S unday , A pril 16, 1989
2:07 am - A student called from Alpha Chi Rho reporting subjects at the front door o f the house 
attempting to gain entry and refusing to leave. Officers responded and the subjects were 
determined to be residents o f 12 Boynton St. They were returned to their building.
2:18 am - Students at Alpha Chi Rho reported that the same subjects were again attempting to gain 
entry to the house. However, they left prior to officers’ arrival.
2:40 am - A resident of the Fuller Apartments reported an orange Chevy Blazer driving over the lawn 
of the Fuller apartments along Trowbridge Road. The vehicle fled down Trowbridge Road.
12:55 pm - An ambulance was called to Harrington Auditorium to transport a student to the hospital 
who had fractured his knee.
7:10 pm - A complaint was received from daka regarding students who were throwing ice cream out 
of the windows o f Morgan Hall onto vehicles.
7:49 pm - A complaint was received o f students throwing light bulbs out of a window of Morgan.
M onday, April 17, 1989
10:08 am - A WPI student reported that she was assaulted on April 13, at 7:45 by a white male while 
walking through Elm Park. The W orcester Police Dept, was also contacted.
4:20 pm - A complaint was received o f members o f the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity throwing water 
balloons at other fraternities. Officers responded to the Phi Sig fraternity and advised 
fraternity members to discontinue the activity.
6:51 pm - A complaint was received from daka regarding students throwing rice and other food items 
out of the windows of Morgan Hall onto cars. Vandalism to the daka van was also reported.
8:48 pm - An evening student reported that her vehicle was broken into while parked on West St. 
across from Olin Hall. A window in the vehicle was smashed and a radar detector was 
stolen. The incident occurred prior to 5 pm.
10:03 pm - A report was received of a student with an injured knee in Alden Hall. An ambulance 
was requested and the student was transported to Hahnemann Hospital.
T uesday, April 18, 1989
4:58 pm - An officer reported a broken window in a door in the basement of Founders Hall.
5:49 pm - A complaint was received of students throwing objects out of a window in Morgan Hall.
W ednesday, A pril 19, 1989
2:47 am - A member of the Alpha Chi Rho reported that a rock was thrown through the rear window 
of their house.
3:55 pm - A student reported that she was hit by a water balloon, shot from Riley Hall, as she was 
walking down Institute Road. The students responsible for the incident were located and 
referred to Student Affairs. The device used to shoot the water balloon was confiscated.
T h u rsd ay , April 20, 1989
6:00 pm - An officer reported assisting Worcester Police in searching for five black youths wanted 
for a break into a garage on Academy Street.
A.A. ZAM ARRO REALTY CO. 
21 INSTITUTE ROAD  
W ORCESTER, MA
APARTMENTS APARTMENTS APARTMENTS 
DON’T WAIT! WON’T LAST!
^Walking distance to WPI
*Clean: Only 3 two bedrooms left: starting at $495,
separate utilities 
Only 2 one bedroom left: starting at $500, heat 
and hot water included 
One studio left: $375, all utilities included 
*Locations: 14 Lancaster Street
45 Lancaster Street 
*Applianced kitchens, tiled baths 
*Occupancy June 1, 1989
Call today for an appointment! 
795-0010 or 755-6789 
Bonus if you refer a friend and they rent an appartment. 
Offered by 
A. A. Zamarro Realty Inc.
